
ON THE TEXT OF THE ORPHIC LITHICA*

Giuseppe Gian grande

The text of the Lithica 1 still urgently needs to be explained in very
many passages. In the light of our present knowledge of later epic techni-
ques (Sprachgebrauch, metre, etc.) almost 90 fines, as I hope to show in the
present paper, can be demonstrated to be sound, and not corrupt as they
had been assumed to be by earlier scholars: the work encompasses 774 fines.

11: cf. our discussion of une 124.
38-39

X111. TCÓVT01.0 XU1LCORÉVOU 015X áXEY40V

NOET' ¿ni Tpa(pEpiiv (51XUI1AVT01,01. 71(58£001,.

Line 39 has been mutilated by scholars in very many ways (cf. e.g. the
apparatus of Giannakis' edition). Yet the passage is perfectly sound. The
stone which the poet is alluding to is said to protect sailors by preventing
shipwreck; the sense, as Hermann underlined, is that a mariner thus
protected «e mar salvus (xai nóvToto xuxcoptávou oóx tAxylow) siccis
pedibus (dtxuptávtotat nó6Eaat) in terram tpcupEpAv, = une 653)
redibit (PAGETat)».

The present paper is the result of research seminars which I held in the Universities of London, Milano,
Padova, Urbino and Salerno. 1 am much indebted to Prof. B. Gentili, Prof. O. Longo and Prof. A. Tessier for
their learned help and constructive criticism, which enabled me to eliminate errors and inaccuracies.

1 The most frequently quoted works are the following: Orphei Lithica, rec. E. Abel, reprint
Hildesheim 1971; Orphica, rec. G. Hermannus, reprint Hildesheim 1971; G. Dottin, Les Argonautiques
d'Orphée, Paris, Les Belles Lettres 1930; Orphei Hymni, ed. G. Quandt, Berlin, Weidmann 1962; F. N.
Fiavváxin, 'Op9é.an AtOixá, loannina 1982.
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Certain critics have interpreted the fines as meaning that the stone will
enable a man to walk upon the water, as Jesus did. I think this latter
interpretation is less probable, because the explicit mention of both the
sea-storm (nóvtoto xuxuntévou) and the act of returning onto the terra
firma (¿ni tpcups0v) clearly fits a sailor returning «salvus» from a dry
ship-deck to the dry terra firma salvus, that is, insofar as he has met a
sea-storm without suffering shipwreck; moreover, Jesus walked upon, not
aboye, the water, and therefore presumably wet his feet: conversely, the
point is that the feet of a sailor are the first part of his body that will
become wet if his ship sinks and its deck is covered by sea-water, but they
will remain dry (áxuptávTotcst) if his ship does not sink. The traditional
threats to sailing were shipwreck and pirates: after mentioning the danger
of suffering shipwreck in fines 38-39, the poet deals with the kriiatfip¿Ç in
unes 40-42, and the very same coupling of shipwreck and pirates occurs in
lines 583-585. In any case, unes 38-39, whether referring to the avoidance
of shipwreck or to walking miraculously on water, are self-contained and
need no addition, either linguistically or conceptually, because ¿ni
tpcups0v, in Epic, from Homer down to Oppian (Ha!. 5, 313) and to the
Lithica (cf. une 653) means precisely «in terram», so that intrusions like
those suggested by modern scholars, such as ¿ni Tpatpepfiv (EtV), ¿ni
tpcup¿pfiv (x0óv'), or by copyists (¿ni (nóa) tpapspi siv) would be
unwarranted. Musgrave, realizing that ¿ni tpcupEpílv does not tolerate any
such intrusion, made . matters worse by conjecturing ¿ni tpotpítiv (CtX').

Line 39 is sound not only linguistically and conceptually, but also
metrically, in the light of post-Hellenistic prosody.

The critics have forgotten that a, t and u are dichronous in this kind of
poetry (indeed, the dichronous nature of vowels established itself already
in Hellenistic poetry, as I have often underlined: cf. lastly, my paper
«Interpretazione di testi poetici ellenistici», forthcoming in «Sicul. Gymn.»,
and my observations in «Sicul. Gymn.» 1987, p. 8 f.): cf. e.g. Quandt, op.
cit., p. 40, 9, and especially Dottin, op. cit., p. CXLIV f.). Here, the alpha
privativum of áXllptáVTOtat has been scanned long «au temps faible», just
as the alpha privativum of áOdtvcrroÇ has been scanned long «au temps
fort» in Argon. 648 (Dottin, loc. cit.). In sum: the scanning (1.ixuptetvtotat is
one example of the «allongements au temps faible» noted by Dottin. An
analogous «allongement au temps faible» is found in une 240 (Ix); cf. une
143, &o).

58-60:

¿ptt xripúcsa¿tv XaoacsóoÇ 'Apy¿upóvtriÇ
áv0pchnotatv óptvc, platylchaeoto XEketkraq

TOólryov áTtÓ anti0Ecuptv áot8o0 yriptScraa0at.
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Orpheus speaks in the first person. Hermann asked: «quis est ille
ditot6ó0 Non dubito quin poeta áotSfiq scripserit», and all the subsequent
critics have accepted Hermann's conjecture. In reality, the áot845; is none
other than Orpheus himself, who sings his poem Lithica at the request of
the god. Orpheus was the áotSó; par excellence (e.g. A.P. VII, 9, 6 ff.).
The sense is «to sing a poet's speech ((p0óyyov áotSot5) out of my
breast», or, if we take the genitive áotSoü to be adjectival (cf. Dottin, p.
CIX), «to sing a speech from my poetic (áot6o0) breast».

On adjectival genitives cf. especially P. Neumann, Das Verhaltnis des
Genitivs zum Adjektiv im Griechischen, Münster 1910, and Schwyzer,
Griech. Gramm. II, p. 176 ff.

Appel (Würzb. Jahrbücher 1983, p. 31) defends the mss. reading
áotSoü, which he takes to mean «Hesiod's»: this hypothesis is not tenable,
because Orpheus (the «Ps.-Orpheus», in this case: Appel, loc. cit.) was
«sprichwórtlich» (so Pape-Benseler, Würt. Eigenn., s.v. Orpheus, with
material) the greatest poet and singer of al!, who as such could well sing
with his own voice, and did not need to sing «nur» (Appel, loc. cit.) with
Hesiod's «Stimme» (so Appel, ibid.); the words p,s1,1yX,o5acsoto and 90óryov
(fines 59 f.) are a pointed reference to the fact that Orpheus' yXiócsaa and
peóyyoÇ were proverbially (Pape-Benseler, loc. cit.) more sweet and
persuasive than those of any other poet.

62:
...aikva SÉ TCpÉoPa Samtoaúvriv áTiOUGt.

The manuscript Q, which, unlike the other manuscripts, is directly
descended from the archetypus, has preserved the lectio difficilior irpéalk
Samtoatívtiv: this is, as we shall see, the correct reading. The other
manuscripts have, against the metre, trivialized TcpÉcsl3a into the feminine
accusative icpÉal3av, whilst modern scholars have trivialized the accusative
Sarutocsúvriv into the vocative Satiptoaúvri, and intruded, for good measure,
the accusative (ae) into the une.

Orpheus in talking about his contemporaries, who neglected the old
«didactic» type of epic poetry (Hesiod, down to Nicander): on this, cf.
Giannakis' commentary ad loc. The substantive Samiocrúvriv makes no
difficulty; what has puzzled the critics is the word npÉarkt. For the
conjectures proposed so far, cf. Giannakis, loc. cit., and Abel, ad loc. The
word 7t5cal3uÇ can, of course, be used as an adjective, in the sense «old»:
therefore Gesner, followed by Hermann, wondered whether rcpÉafluv San-
lwaúvriv could be somehow fitted into the une, whilst Toupius conjectured
npÉcsfluv doutocsúvtiv. The vulgata (cf. Hermann, ad loc.) had in fact
TcpÉcsfluv Somilocrúvriv, which does not scan. The adjectival accusative
TCpécsfluv would be, in itself, perfectly orthodox (cf. Kühner-Blass, I, p. 504,
quoting Soph. Ph. 665). From the point of view of grammatical agreement,
a masculine adjectival form such as .rtpÉcsr3uv referred to a feminine substan-
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tive such as Sarii.toaúviv would be typical of the epic genre (cf. e.g. Dottin,
op. cit., p. CXII; Volkmann, Comm. Ep., p. 60 f.; Meineke, Anal. Alex., p.
208 f.; Klauser, De dicendi genere in Nic. Ther., p. 90; Schneider, De Dion.
Perieg. arte, p. 26, n. 7; Quandt, op. cit., p. 42, 3, b). In sum: the adjective
npÉal3uv would be perfectly suitable to the noun Sarm.toaúvriv, were it not for
the fact that it is metrically impossible. AB the difficulties disappear when we
realize that the mss. reading icpéafia, which is metrically impeccable, is the
masculine accusative form in -a of the word np gaflu;: for such forms, which
are used in the Orphica, cf. especially Dottin, op. cit., p. CVI and Lobeck,
Para!. I, p. 183. Conclusion: the words npt43a 8arllioaúviv, meaning
«ancient lore», «artem antiquam», are sound. To sum up: masculine forms in
-a underwent a progressive development in epic poetry (cf. Risch, Der
homerische Typus innóta NÉarcop und ¡Amista ZEtk, in Sprachgesch. und
Wortbedeutung, Festschrift Debrunner, Bern 1954, pp. 389 ff.; Aristonici
llcpi amt. 'Ilia8oq, p. 18 Friedlaender; Wyss, in his commentary on
Antimachus, fr. 36); in the Orphic poems, accusatives in -a are created
(Dottin, op. cit., p. CVI and especially Lobeck, Para!. I, p. 183), of which the
accusative ní5gaBa is one instance, like nazjuatet in Lithica 312.

76 f.:
...otsfr ún' ápcoyittv

OECTICE0íTIV (puyétriv (pagaii.43parov tx X0tXóTlit0;.

The critics have changed (pa gaíROpotov into óIgatm,Bpótou because they
believed that «requiritur adjectivum, quod cum XaXóTTITOç conjungatur»
(cf. Abel, ad loc.). In reality the text is sound, because the two epithets
Oganeaínv and cpagaíptBpotov are joined with each other asydentically (cu-
mulatio), and both refer to dtpcortiv, whilst xaxótrito; is devoid of any
epithet: I have noted several such cases of cumulatio 2 in my already quoted
paper «Interpretatizione di testi poetici ellenistici», with bibliography. The
epithet cpagaílthotov, here, means «proceeding from the god Apollo» (by
enallage adjectivi, because Apollo himself is (pagaíj.thoto;: cf. Thes., s.v.
cpagaíltflporog; cf. Gesner as quoted by Abel, ad loc.), or, more generally,
«proceeding from the gods» (by enallage adjectivi, because (pagaíptflporo;
could be used of any god, cf. Thes., s.v.; enallage ópyta (pagaílibota
Aria; quoted in LSJ, s.v. (paga443poto;).

84-86:
(Ata 8¿ 8íçn-rat TalaxápStov, 8; xEv ¿xetatou
Éptimi.taci)ç netpoyco, 1.1,EVOIVOEI TE xótptot TE,

8; xg 818etaxitat xai 8; gi8óta; ¿IgpEgívot.
It would be unwarranted to alter Síçirrai into Síçrwat, as was done by

Hermann, followed by the other editors. The poet, instead of using the first

2 For asyndetic cumulatio of epithets in the Lithica cf. e.g. fines 279 (xparepoio xuxo)utivou, which we
shall discuss), 714 (01.06)Xou 11.ctoporeípic), 715 (itokuiSuovoÇ ¿tynúcstoto), etc.
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person (Síçnplat «I am seeking») uses the third person singular in the
impersonal sense (81wcat «on cherche», «man sucht»). Such usage, not
current in classical Greek, developed in Hellenistic times: alongside the third
person plual of verbs, either accompanied or not accompanied by olv0pco-
not, the third person singular of verbs was used, either acompanied by
avOixorcoq (Blass-Debrunner-Rehkopf, Gramm. neut. Griech., § 130), or
not accompanied by such a word: for instance, at Archestr. 62, 6 Brandt we
find pepétco «man bringe». At Lith. 234, the variant xaTówctat is another
such third person singular with impersonal sense («man wird sehen»),
whereas the variant xatówEat is a trivialization, i.e. lectio facilior (= «you
will see»). At Lith. 625 f., the third person singular 8uvliastat («on
pourra») is another example of the construction in question. Such use of
the third person singular with an impersonal sense is indulged in for
purposes of variatio: at 83, the poet speaks in the first person inctaxvaptat
«I promise», and then, instead of continuing in the first person, i.e. instead
of saying «I seek», he switches to the third (81itat «man sucht», «one
seeks»); at 625, the poet first uses the third person singular («on pourra»),
and then addressing directly his reader, he switches to the second person
(0ÉMEIÇ «you will charm», instead of «on enchantera») 3 . I take this
opportunity of underlining that at 434 f.

nof ctirrc7?
pletIa 7CED no1.16)v 1X0eiv XUTEVOIVT1:0V gtkri

the text is sound: the ellipse of Tlç with the partitive genitive noIX6w, which
perplexes Giannakis, is perfectly normal. The ellipse in question was
recognized to be attested «aliquoties» in Attic Greek by Wiel (cf. Abel, ad
loc.); cf. L. Bos, Ellipses Graecae, ed. G. H. Schaefer, Lipsiae 1808, p.
475, and now Blass-Debrunner, Gramm. neut. Griech. § 164, 2. It is
attested already in Homer (cf. Kühner-Gerth I, p. 345 f., quoted by Blass-
Debrunner: e.g. Iliad XIV, 121 Eyriptc 0trycurpciív, «eme der Richter»).

Lines 85-86 have been wrongly mutilated by the critics, who were not
familiar with the syntax of later epic. Stephanus, of course, could not know
what we know now about the employment of moods and tenses in later epic
poetry, and he therefore altered the indicative future 11.EVOlIVIkIM into the
optative plEVOlVlíaElE, in order to bring it into line with the optative xáplot:
for his part, Hermann, followed by Giannakis and Abel, altered the
optative ÉlEpasívot into the subjunctive tlEpuívm, in order to bring it into
line with the subjunctive StSetaxiitat. Only Wiel leaves the text unchanged,
to Abel's horror• («mirum est»). The text is, of course, sound: scholars
(apart from Wiel) have forgotten that enallage modorum was indulged in by

3 Cf. also Lith. 590 f. oúx Évónoev ávnp (ávnp = «on», «man»), and then 6nct; (593) «you will...».
The third person plural raZouotv in fine 592 is used impersonally, as correctly understood by Halleux-
Schamp («quand des gens méttent en oeuvre...»). On the «personae permutatio» in Homer, whereby the
poet switches from the second person singular to the third person singular and vice-versa, cf. Friedlaender,
Aristonici nepi Dm. '111.68., p. 7-8, 16 («tertia persona in secundam mutatur», etc.).
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post-Homeric poets, who followed the teaching of Hellenistic grammarians
(Aristonici IIEpi mut. ed. Friedlaender, p. 7 ff., and my Scr. Min.
Alex., II, p. 350, note 10). The subjunctive StSétaxritat and the optative
1lEpEsívot can certainly coexist in the same sentence: for the cowdstence of
these «deux modes» cf. Dottin, op. cit., p. CXXVI f. 4); the indicativus futuri
(4Evolviíact) inter duos optativos (rcapc.jrco, xetiloi) positus» (Abel, ad loc.) is
another example of such coexistence, given the fact that the particle XEV (in
this case, 6Ç )(Ey) can be used either with the «divers temps de l'indicatif»
(including the future indicative) or with the optative or the subjunctive
(Dottin, op. cit., p. CXXIII ff.). I take this opportunity of discussing other
fines of the Lithica involving the use of moods and tenses. The use of XEV or
élv with the indicative is very common in the Orphic corpus: cf. Dottin, op.
cit., p. CXXIII ff.; the phenomenon is rarely attested in Homer (Dottin,
ibid.), but common in later epic (Oldenburger, De Orac. Sib. Elocutione, p.
11 ff.). In certain cases, the mss. of the Lithica hesitate between the indicative
and other moods (308: nadar!, nEkc'tact, rcaácsot; 650: TEgoi., TEúlet; 53:
nottxpípurritat, nottxpípurrotro; 223: xoltgot, xoptli3; 318: (paácscrot,
(puXótaact; 323: aatívot, éXotúvEt. In other cases, however, the reading of all
the manuscripts has been arbitrarily altered by Hermann, whom the other
editors follow. So, for instance, at 314 nothing authorizes us to alter naMvEt
or TcaXúvot into rcaltívm, as suggested by Hermann. Giannakis, in his note on
line 314, follows Hermann, because the subjunctive is used in lines 205 and
386: but Giannakis has forgotten that the author of the Lithica, like any other
author of the Orphic corpus and indeed any epic poet, likes Selbstvariation. In
the case under discussion, the indicative or optative in une 314 as against the
subjunctive in unes 205 and 386 is a typical case of syntactical Selbstvariation.
We shall discuss Selbstvariation below. Another instance of xcv used with the
indicative occurs in une 532, where XEV COTt was arbitrarily disfigured into Sé
yE Con by Hermarin.

On the used of xcv with the indicative in Epic cf. especially H. White,
New Essays in Hellenistic Poetry, p. 94, note 6.

The subjunctive and the optative are interchangeable, in later epic
(Dottin, ibid.): in certain lines, the manuscripts hesitate (e.g. 251: ESpi3q,
EiSpotÇ), but when the unanimous reading of the manuscripts is an optative
nothing authorizes us to alter it. For instance, at 189 ápnálatg should not
be changed into étpnetIng with Abel; at 267 f., 15éçot should not be altered
into ¿YO) with Hermann and Giannakis; likewise, at fine 472 (0áXotq) the
optative is, according to late epic usage (Dottin, op. cit., p. CXXV),
perfectly sound, and should not be altered into fletl,w with Hermann and
Giannakis. Cf. my discussion of line 617.

4 Cf. also Oldenburger, op. cit., p. 21; the phenomenon occurs already in Homer, cf. Chantraine,
Gramm. Homér. II, § 312.

On enallage modorum in Nicander cf. H. White, Studies in (he Poetry of Nicander, p. 24.
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Once and for all, I should like to underline that the data offered by
Dottin, op. cit., can be supplemented by those available in Weinberger,
Quaestiones de Orphei... Argonauticis, Diss. Philo'. Vindob. III, Wien
1891, pp. 239 ff. (cf. e.g. p. 259, on syntactical Selbstvariation, whereby the
author of the Orphic Argonautica uses «conjunctivus et optativus
promiscue») and in Oldenburger, De Oracul. Sibyll. elocutione, Diss.
Rostock 1903 (e.g. p. 10 f. on syntactical Selbstvariation: «modo...
modo...»; p. 21 f., on enallage modorum et temporum, because of which
the «dictio... concinna non est»). Unfortunately, neither Dottin, nor Wein-
berger, nor Oldenburger has been utilized by Giannakis, as far as I can see.
Likewise, Friedlaender's work (Aristonici FIEpi ETHI. 11168., pp. 9 ff.), on
the interchangeability of optative and subjunctive in Homer according to
ancient grammarians has been lamentably overlooked by Giannakis.

113:
oi 'Av dp' garcívnq iagefiv 6E,ciav ópoWTEÇ
x.T.I.

The reading ópó5vT gÇ, as I have explained in Mus. Phil..Lond., vol. X
(in the press) is sound.

124 f.:
KÉXIETO yáp ptoi Scipz TaVl57ITEPOV OliETóV sivat
xai nvotilv ávép,ou . napa St noaolv xaxóv TjÉv.

The mss. reading SÉ is perfectly sound, and should not be altered into
yáp, with Stephanus. Here, the particle SÉ is explanatory, and stands
exactly for yáp: for explanatory SÉ cf. e.g. Gow, on Theocr. XV, 15 f., and
H. White, New Studies in Greek Poetry, Select Index, s.v. SÉ = yáp. The
scanning is, of course, SE: this type of lengthening is common in post-
Homeric epic, as has been demonstrated by Rzach, in his Neue Beitrage
(cf., on ah this, my paper «Interpretazione di testi poetici ellenistici»,
already quoted aboye). For the lengthening of final syllables cf. also
Quandt, op. cit., p. 40, 6 («brevis syllaba finalis in elemento longo
adhibetur»), Maass, Arati Phaenomena, Index II, s.v. «productio
brevium»), Dottin, op. cit., p. CXLIV ff. The same kind of lengthening
occurs in Lithica at e.g. 5 hines 464 (p,otivov, arbitrarily altered by the
editors), 383 (xetpó;, explained by H. White in her already quoted «New
Studies in Greek Poetry»), 738 (nÉrclov, arbitrarily changed into TcénkouÇ
by Abel), 154 (Roja( 1.ttv, where final -a is lengthened by the initial that
follows). Perhaps the variant reading Tavaáv... al0Épa (11) is one more
example of the kind of lengthening in question: the noun aitsip is feminine,
in the Lithica (cf. hines 90, 648), and the epithet Tavaóv may here have been
used, according to epic usage, as an adjective with two terminations (cf. H.

5 Cf. also Abel's apparatus ad une 35, with a list of examples wrongly altered by Hermann; cf. also
une 600, where the scanning is re, as correctly underlined by Giannakis, p. 179. For such lengthenings cf.
Weinberger, op. cit., pp. 243 ff., quoting Rzach's Neue Beitrage und Studien zur Technik...
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White, in her already quoted «New Studies in Greek Poetry», índex, s.v.
Adjectives). H. White has already explained, in her «New Studies in Greek
Poetry», the epithet yIacpupóv in une 267 as being applied to the feminine
noun inantv because it is used an an epithet with two terminations. For the
use of adjectives with two terminations in epic cf. e.g. Cássola, Inni
Omerici, p. 625 f. («parecchi aggettivi semplici» are used «in un'unica
forma, in -N, per il maschile e il feminile»; Schneider, De Dion. Perieg.
arte, p. 26, n. 7; Keydell, Proleg. to his edition of Nonnus, p. 44 f.;
vIcupupóÇ is used as an adjective with two terminations at Tryphiod. 198;
Loebe, De elocut. Ca/hm. I, p. 15, § 19).

134:
nápvaaeat nEnacbta 1.86)V, EDI,EITO SÉ nustveb;

Platt, followed by Giannakis, inserted n' before iSchv, because he wanted
to avoid hiatus and because he found the absence of the personal pronoun ns
unpleasant. Giannakis has already emphasized that the hiatus in une 134 is
perfectly regular (for hiatus justified «par le souvenir de la présence ancienne
d'un digamma» cf. also Dottin, op. cit., p. CXLI). It must now be added
that the omission of a personal pronoun is, if anything, typical of .epic
poetry: cf. e.g. H. White, New Essays in Hellenistic Poetry, p. 83, with
bibliography; in Lith. 103 certain critics (cf. Giannakis' apparatus) wanted,
wrongly, to insert the ponoun as, which the poet has omitted. In sum: both
une 134 and une 103 are sound: in both fines, the omission of the personal
pronoun (1E, as) is a phenomenon typical of epic poetry. 161: H. White (in
her already quoted book «New Studies in Greek Poetry») has shown that the
mss. reading Xaaía is sound, and should not be «Ionicized» into kaaíli.
Aberrant forms in -a instead of -i are an integral part of the epic language,
as I stressed in Scr. Min. Alex., I, pp. 65 ff. They appear, of course, in the
Orphic corpus as well as in any other epic text of Hellenistic and post-
Hellenistic age (cf. e.g. Scr. Min. Alex. I, p. 84, for the Orphic corpus).
These forms in -a (which were, as a rule, meant by the poets to be Doricisms)
were arbitrarily «regularized», i.e. trivialized, into Ionic forms in -TI by
modern scholars and, not seldom, by copyists. To quote but two examples: at
Lith. 103, only C has preserved the genuine reading naxpáv, whereas the
other mss. have adopted the trivialized variant, i.e. the Ionicized form
naxpYiv; in other words, the reading naxpáv is the lectio difficilior, i.e. the
germine variant. At Lith. 185, the genuine reading ÉTÉpaÇ (Aovó; has been
arbitrarily trivialized, i.e. Ionicized, into ÉtÉprig (pXoyóg by Wiel (the genitive
ÉtÉpag (pXoycSÇ is a typical case of «génitif remplacant le datif»; on this
syntactical feature cf. my Scr. Min. Alex. III, p. 187, and my paper «On the
Text of Plutarch's Non Posse Suaviter Vivi», in the press; the feature is a late
vulgarism, but ancient granunarians thought it was attested in Homer, cf.
Wiel apud Giannakis, p. 188, and Friedlaender, Aristonici Ilspi En n. 'IXtáS.
p. 21, «genitivum pro dativo...»).
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As I have pointed out in my already quoted papers, many such forms in
-d could be interpreted as Atticisms, like the forms in -1( (such as TpIyla)
which occur in epic texts (cf. Dottin, op. cit., p. CIII, CXXXVI, etc., and
now my already quoted paper «Interpretazione di testi poetici ellenistici»,
where I deal with Doric and Attic forms like nuoxEía;, Quípváv, yaíaq,
TptyIa, xápa, etc. in Archestratus). I take this opportunity of explaining
two further unes of the Lithica, which have been arbitrarily disfigured by
modern critics. Post-Homeric epic poets knew that Homer's dialect was
composite, and strove to reproduce its composite nature. Now, in Lith. 621
we find the dative nupcsalatv, and in Lith. 673 we read yInvatot: these two
dative forms have been wrongly altered by Hermann into nupotatv and
yInvnot, and ah the critics have followed Hermann's conjectures. In
reality, the two dative forms nupoaiatv (621) and yknvatat (673) are
perfectly sound: they are intended to be Atticisms (or Aeolisms): for such
«dativi plurali femminili in -atol» cf. Cássola, op. cit., p. 626. Forms in
-atot are attested in the lijad (as variants) and in the Homeric Hymns; it is
well known that the authors of the Orphic corpus were greatly influenced
by the Homeric Hymns (Dottin, op. cit., p. CXXVIII), especially by the
Hymn to Demeter, and it is significant that the said forms in -atol are
precisely attested in Homer's Hymn to Demeter. The influence of the
Homeric Hymns on post-Homeric epic poetry is, as everybody knows, very
great (cf. e.g. Weinberger, in Wien. Stud. 1896, p. 125); for instance, Attic
forms in -TT- such as Oetlatra, which occur in Hellenistic poetry (cf. my
already quoted paper «Interpretazione di testi poetici ellenistici») are
explained not only by the general tendency of post-Homeric epic poets to
introduce morphological Atticisms into their vocabulary, but also by the
specific fact that a form like OaTTOV is attested in Hom. Hymn. Herm. 255.

175:
Tóv x' El nep luta xcipag Excov nepl vnóv txnat.

The verb nEpttxxvÉoptat means here «reach»: we need not look any
further than one of the models followed by the authors of the Orphic
corpus, namely Apollonius, who, at Arg. IV, 436, writes

av npóka OEEtç nEpi vrióv harrat
«as soon as she reached the temple of the goddess». It follows that the mss.
reading nani vnóv ixnat is perfectly sound; Hermann, who altered naní into
napa, was wrong, and all the editors who have followed his conjecture are
equally wrong.

180:
draw &y' nElfoto xatavTíov ainfetçovroq

This is the reading of all the manuscripts, apart from A, which offers
xarEvavríov. Hermarm correctly printed naíoto xatavríov, but Abel,
since we find nEldou xatEvavríov avTÉXIovtoÇ at 212, conjectured naíou
xatEvavtiov here in une 180. His conjecture is unwarranted. 'The author of
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the Lithica, like any other epic poet, likes phrasal Selbstvariation (cf. e.g.
fines 403 and 769; 756 m'o, Oparoacrós nétpn, 346 ato, Saninvín nt-rpn):
accordingly, he wrote ain,govrog in une 180, but ávtéllovroq in fine 212,
and he said fisIfoto xatavríov in fine 180, whereas he used
xatsvavtiov in une 212. The word xaravríov (or xaravtía) is no less epic
than xaTevavríov: in the Orphic Argonautica we only find xatavríov,
xatavría, but never XaTEVáMOV. From ahl this it follows that it is more
economical to accept the mss. reading TjsMoto xaravtiov, in fine 180, than
to alter fisMoto into fisliou, in order to accommodate the reading of A
xatcvavtiov. Since xarsvavtiov is more common than xaravríov, and
since A tended to introduce unmetrical errors into the text (e.g. une 95, une
546, fine 617, fine 342), the reading of A xatsvavtiov in une 180 can be
explained as the result of A having introduced the more common form
XaTEVaVTiOV, which is unmetrical. The variant xatavríov in une 435 need
not be unmetrical: the scanning was meant to be xsTravtiov (for the
«allongement au temps faible» cf. our discussion of fines 38-39).

209:
ápupí CSE XEICTOL' X.É01. yospóv nEptpmxtricrov-rat

Since the animals described by the poet are !Ala (fine 205), Wiel, fol-
lowed by ah the editors, altered nantp,uxlíaovtat into nspinixfiacovrat.
This alteration is unwarranted, as H. White has demonstrated (in her
already quoted «New Studies in Greek Poetry»). I should like to add that
we read puxnei.tóq p,i'll,cov in Aesch. fr. 158 (cf. LSJ, s.v.). Of course it
would be arbitrary to alter -csovrat into -acovtat, as Hermann did, followed
by all the subsequent critics: the form nspqn»aíaovtat is a «subjonctif á
voyelle breve» (Chantr., Gramm. Homér. I, p. 454 f.), i.e. a type of
subjunctive of Homeric origin, which continued to be used in the Orphic
corpus (cf. Weinberger, Quaest. de... Argonauticis, already quoted, p. 271),
possibly under the influence of Apollonius Rhodius.

230 f.:
Xp 8t xal sónétaIov ts-cpauyéa Ietav ExovTaq
áptia0at...

The mss. reading Cxovtag, correctly preserved by Abel and by Halleux-
Schamp (in their edition of «Les Lapidaires Grecs»: cf. below, my «Appen-
dix»), was altered into xovra by Platt, whom Giannakis follows. The
alteration is unwarranted: it is true (cf. Giannakis ad loc.) that the poet uses
the second person in Hiles 226 f. (as... ecovra) and in une 232 (Tápot;), but
the use of the third person (Exovtag) in une 230 preceded and followed by
the second person (unes 226 f., 232) is typical of the author's style: cf. e.g.
221, second person (sznív), 224, third person (rtañvri), 226, second person
(as); 254, second person (Tpil3mÇ), 257, third person (q)Spotto), 265, second
person (ocio). Once more, weare faced with cases of Selbstvariation, aimed
at reducing the monotony of the didactic tone.
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The use of the plural participle (i.e. ExovTaÇ in une 230) is not
infrequent in the Lithica, cf. e.g. unes 732, 736, 740, etc.: such participles
are correctly understood by Halleux-Schamp (op. cit.) to correspond to
French «on», German «man».

233
421,Xcv xai 0617cotro 0cv VÓN &lb áóvtow.

Hermann, followed by ah the editors, altered xaí into xcv. The altera-
tion is unwarranted: potilIov xaí, where xaí is of course postpositum,
means «still more»: that is, the gods will be «still more» favourably
disposed than they are described to be in une 229. The optative 0álnotro is
here used without the particle XEV: for this phenomenon, common in
Hellenistic and later poetry, cf. Gow, Theocr., vol. II, p. 43 (cf. e.g. A.P.
XI, 33, 3), and especially Schneider on Callim. Hymn. V, 103, with
examples from Hellenistic and late epic poets.

271 f.:
Alavig 6' x rcE8íou PCSOUSV ártósplc xáXaçav
liptctépou xai xfipaq,

In line 271, there exists the variant ánóanyc.
The text is sound, as oracular style clearly shows.
For a discussion of these lines cf. Abel ad loc. The critics have

arbitrarily altered the nominative 11,1Yxviq 8' 	 into the vocative 2u5xvt,
6' ¿x because they could not understand the aorist áTUSEDIE or the word
ánócpyc. Since there is the «apostrophe» xaí cc yáp in line 272, they took
árcócpyc to be an imperative («á toi d'écarter...», Halleux-Schamp, op.
cit.). The apostrophe to the stone lychnis is, of course, perfectly normal (cf.
lines 346, 494, or 756). The text is sound, because the aorist (unaugmented)
(3trcócplc is here used «pro futuro», and the word ánóanye is not an
imperative, but an imperfect (unaugmented), also used «pro futuro». In
oracular literature (of which the Lithica are an example), tenses denoting
the past, such as the aorist (e.g. Alex. Aetol. 3, 27 Powell, 90éylato), the
perfect (e.g. Lycophron 252, iráppixav) or the imperfect (Orac. Sibyll. XII
= XIV, 235, 236, 237) are used «pro futuro», alongside the future (cf. e.g.
Kiihner-Gerth, I, p. 166). Here, the author of the Lithica, who as a rule
«futuro tempore lapidum virtutes praedicat» (Abel, loc. cit.), has used, in
une 271, either the aorist ánósplc or the imperfect árcóanyc «pro futuro»:
the sense, in sum, is «the lychnis will ward off... (árcócplc, or ártóanyc)».

277-279:
viluxpóv ¿itclyoptévoto rcupóq pibe]. Cv8o0cv 158cop.
c'í 8É TI; ¿v vituxpfict ?dicen xovíT3ct Mflirra
na(pláçct xpatcpolb xtmcoptévou CV8001. XCLIX01).

Schneider changed xuxaillÉvou into xuxchp,Evov, thus referring the parti-
ciple to the substantive 08cop mentioned in line 277. In reality, both
xparcpoto and xuxamévoy are two epithets both applied, in asyndetic cu-
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mulatio, to xaXxoti. The subject is, of course, 68cop, and the sense is: «the
water boils (iccuplgEt) inside the stout, seething (xpatEpoio xuxcottévou
Cv6o0t) bronze». That is to say: the bronze MI3N (Milita, une 278) is said
to be seething, insofar as it contains the seething water. The poet is overtly
alluding to Homer, Od. XII, 235 ff. (2n,Zi3N xumptévi): cf. Ital. «la
pentola bolle», Engl. «the pot is boiling».

304f.:
My« yetp ipcbcov cninv énÉpXETal EISN áyctuóv,
01 TE 0E015 ttéya 865pov UtCITOILLÉVOn (popéouat.

The reading of a, objected to by Hermann (whom all the editors follow)
is perfectly sound: the use of the relative pronoun (in this case oí) followed
by non-copulative TE is well attested in Hellenistic and later epic, as Wein-
berger underlines (Quaest. de Orph. Argon., p. 303). Such a phenomenon is
regarded as non-Homeric by modern scholars (cf. Weinberger, loc. cit.),
but ancient grammarians thought it was attested in Homer (cf.
Friedlaender, Aristonici FIcpi 'IXtet8., p. 34): this is why it occurs in
Hellenistic and later epic poetry.

It remains to be added that the subjunctive (popécoat, preserved in A,
would in itself not be unparalleled, cf. Dottin, op. cit., p. CXXVII, and
Weinberger, op. cit., p. 272 («forma hypothetica»).

330 ff.:
...Tí TOL TCMOV o6pavtchvow

(pkyyonal; tíbv atila xa-1 infó0i irEp náX' éóvtaw
Line 331 has been arbitrarily altered by the critics (cf. e.g. the discussion in

Abel, ad loc.). In reality, the une is sound, in the light of later syntax and late
epic metre. I have indicated how the line scans, and now I shall comment on
it. The indicative (pOéyyonat is praesens indicativi deliberativum: for its
employment cf. H. White, New Essays in Hellen. Poetry, pp. 48 ff.

The scanning (pOéyyondt táív is, in later poetry, normal (cf. e.g. Jacobs,
Anthol. Graeca, Tomus Tertius, Lipsiae 1817, p. 1024 («-at terminatio ante
consonantem apud recentiores correpta»). Most manuscripts read
(pOéyyonat; (by, which is evidently a trivialization, i.e. an attempt at
eliminating the perfectly normal, though rarer, type of scansion (peéyyonalt;
Tó5V. The final alpha in cava is scanned long: this type of scansion is, as
Rzach has shown, frequent in epic poetry, and the Lithica offer several
examples of this phenomenon (cf. e.g. Giannakis, p. 59): in line 331, the
final alpha of ata is in arsis and is followed by initial x-. The dipthong -at
in xaí is in hiatus, scaimed long and followed by initial for examples of
this phenomenon cf. lines 100 (OucsíaT, ízpoirpsitécO, 107 (iltc7. cían), 149
(Tc-15	 éXooí3 ¿tiró), 530 (xláSa- 8aa), 581 (biaciéliTcp évt).

336 f.:
...xai yáp	 éittaicógévóÇ not 68' ávip

¿bnotat xpatcpoicnv écbv (pépEt aiaov
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The words cdól.ov iVaiv denote the multi-coloured stones which the
servant (bnanógEvoÇ ávtip) carnes on his shoulders. Stephanus, not being
able to understand what tu» could mean here, changed it into ichv,
«walking», which would be tautological after ntsanóptEvoÇ. Tyrwhitt
altered ¿chv into lauv, a violent change which, furthermore, produces a
superfluous word (lacov is unwanted, because it is clear from the context
that the aiaov i521,riv is the mass of multicoloured stones the servant is
carrying on his shoulders). The text, in reality, is sound. Here, we are faced
with a «dativus relationis» (so Mayser, Gramm. Pap. II, 2, 1, p. 149 f.;
Oldenburger, op. cit., p. 29), or (Keydell, in his Prolegomena to Nonnus'
Dionysiaca, pp. 59 ff.) a «dativus sociativus», or «dativus comitativus»
describing a physical «condicio» (Keydell, ibid.): such a dative consists of a
substantive denoting a physical attribute (A.totat) accompanied by its
epithet (xpatEpoiatv), referred (in this case by the participle ¿ctív) to a
person (in this case, the ávr(ip). The sense is that the man, being (¿(.15v)
«strong-shouldered» (6p,otatv xpatcpoiat: literally, «being with strong
shoulders»), can carry the load of stones. Cf. e.g., for the type, olicsa
fi8uTépg Tij (povíj (Mayser, loc. cit.), «being sweeter-voiced», literally
«being with a sweeter voice»), or Nonn. Dionys., XLIII, 85 f. (explained by
Keydell, loc. cit., p. 61) yÉvotto... áypatíkotÇ naIktmat «let him
become a vine-grower with rustic hands», «let him become a rustic-handed
vine-grower». For ¿o5v as used in une 337, cf. une 105.

362:
fiv8avev allotatv xatIelEtv 6410X0V ÓpátTiV

The adjective dwuxov was trivialized into Cptimov by Tzetzes and
others (cf. Giannakis' apparatus). Of course, 6a1uxov is sound: here, the
alpha is not privativum, but intensivum, and the sense of Inguxov is
therefore «very much alive». For this type of alpha intensivum cf. my
observations below, in my discussion of une 763 (ápfaava).

375:
illYrÉpi vi-17(1ov ótóv ¿ouccin 	 XDTSX01501).

Most editors have accepted Hermann's violent conjecture áyxá;
¿xoúcrn. Schamp (Revue Beige de Philol. et d'Hist. 1981, p. 34) suggests
8fiv xatexoúarj «serrant longuement contre elle». Of course Schamp is right
in defending xaTExotícsm: here, uióv xauxoóan means «a mother,
holding her son» (scil., in her arms: cf. fine 629 xdpEacn xatáaxot, = 374
f. xcperiv xauxotiam). It remains to be added that N, here, is
sound: it «emphasizes the word it immediately follows» (Denniston, Gr.
Part., p. 227), i.e. it emphasizes the participle ¿otxo'n, the sense being «just,
exactly (8A) similar (¿otxdn) to a mother...». The position of Sii in fine 375
is correct: cf. the examples collected by Denniston, op. cit., p. 227, 11 (1),
asid, as regards the Orphic corpus, cf. Orph. Argon. 946, where Hermann
arbitrarily destroys	 whereas Dottin rightly preserves the mss. reading.
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Conclusion: the text of une 375 as given by the manuscripts is correct, and
no alteration of it is justified; the sense is «just similar to a mother holding
her son».

Note, once again, Selbstvariation: Hermann, a normative critic par
excellence, who persecuted Selbstvariation wherever he found it, altered
both here in Lithica 375 and in Orph. Argon. 946, because 811, in all other
attestations in the Lithica and in the Orphic Argonautica, occurs «toujours
en début de phrase» (Schamp, Revue Beige de Philol. 1981, p. 34): but both
the author of the Lithica and the author of the Orphic Argonautica have, in
Selbstvariation, used	 not «en début de phrase» once, respectively in une
375 and 946.

378-380:
énnótc yáp pitv náyxu xápili; ¿vi xdpEat náXIcov,
¿Ianívri; ópoEt vanytIot5 nat8ó; áürív,
ipaírig, ¿v xóXiccp manyáro; ápxpi yáXamt

In this simile, the noise emitted by the stoneis compared with the noise
made by a baby who wants to be breast-fed. As Eschenbach rightly under-
stood, ¿v xancp means here «in (his mother's) bosom». The addition «his
mother's» (cf. e.g. Ap. Rh., Arg. III, 155 ¡int pó; ¿fi; xók7up, Nonn.
Dionys. XXXIII, 180 f. starco p privó; ¿fi;) is not necessary, because the
stone has already been compared to a baby held by his mother in her bosom
(une 375). When it is clear from the context whose boson the poet is
speaking of, the addition of a genitive is not needed: cf. e.g. Nonn. XXXV,
209 áxpávroto xólnou «(the girl's) bosom», XLVIII, 841-2 ápat¿útcov ánó
xóknow x.T.X. «from (his mother's) womb», XXXVII, 523 xóknov «die
Brust (des Gegners)», cf. Peek, Lexikon zu den Dionys. des Nonnos, s.v.
xano;, etc. It is therefore unwarranted to alter (paín; unto laaín;. The
optative (patri; is often used in similes. Cf. e.g. A. W. James, índex to the
Oppiani, s.v. pulí, and Peek, Würterbuch zu den Dionys., s.v. (pipí, where
many cases of (pcdri; are collected. In the passage under discussion, (paínq is
an incisum, to be put between two commas, the sense being «it will emit the
voice, you would say, of a baby...». For such incisa, consisting in «ein
kurzes Verb. fin.», cf. Blass-Debrunner-Rehkopf, Gramm. neut. Griech., §
465, 3, with bibliography. A study of the incisa in question remains to be
done: Menander, Epitrep. 735 Kórte-Thierfelder (Ami; «you may say»
corresponds to the optative (paírK as used in the line of the Lithica we have
discussed.

388 f.:
'12•5¿ pt¿v 'Arp¿agatv ilt/.6ati.tov ETpacsE neurpriv
AaoltE8ovná8ri; (poil3fitopt 	 ntOliaag.

Hermann (cf. Abel's apparatus) changed cb8E into t4p8c, thus creating
the sense «huic lapidi fatidico». But chSE is sound: the adverb is used as we
find it e.g. at Q.Sm. XIII, 5 (cf. Bauer, Würt. N. T., s.v. 108E, 2 b), i.e. it is
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further clarified by cpotfliíropt The sense is: «under such circumstan-
ces» (cb8E: «unter solchen Umstánden», Bauer, loc. cit.) Helenus, persuaded
by the prophetic stone...». The circumstances to which 615E refers are those
mentioned in unes 384 ff. (Ocorcporcínv X.T.I.).

415:
l'jv Sé x' ált07WEt5013, Tí;	 arccopii ltelpá vExpi%;

Hermann (cf. Abel's apparatus ad fine 247) underlined that the
construction iv xE, which we find in une 415, is perfectly legitimate in epic:
he changed, here at une 415, v into Ei because the poet as a rule uses Ei XE.

But Hermann had forgotten that the poet of the Lithica, like ahl other epic
poets, likes Selbstvariation: just as Homer and other epic poets use, as a
rule, Ei: xc, but, exceptionally, employ fiv xE (cf. Abel ad line 247), so the
author of the Lithica, using the same principie of Selbstvariation, employed

xE here in une 415, and El xa elsewhere. Selbstvariation is a principle
which is ever applied in epic poetry: «l'alternarsi di forme diverse... é
normale» (Cássola, op. cit., p. 626); in Hom. Hymn. Herm. 255 we read
OCUTOV, whereas in the same Hymn we read Oélaaov at fine 212.

To put it another way. The reproduction of «Homeric rarities and unica»
(Chryssafis, Theocr. XXV, p. 287) is a compulsory ingredient of Hellenistic and
post-Hellenistic epic poetry. For the Lithica, cf. H. White, New Studies in
Greek Poetry, índex, s.v. Reproduction of Homeric Rarities. 'The Orphic
Argonautica present many cases of the type of reproductions in question (cf.
e.g. Dottin, op. cit., p. CXXIV: «les exemples en sont rares et suspects chez
Homére»). 'The author of the Lithica uses, an an unicum, fiv xE in order to
reproduce the Homeric unicum which he found at lijad XIII, 127, not to speak
of the «didactici et recentiores epici» (cf. Abel, ad fine 247), just as he has
reproduced the extremely rare Homeric datival ending -atot(v) at fines 621 and
673, as we have already observed. Hermann, quite arbitrarily, has removed all
these carefully reproduced rarities from the text of the Lithica. His «corrections
intempestives» are rightly denounced by Dottin, e.g. p. XCVI.

444-446:
EDIZETO DúV 1TápOtç, leEkéV TE I.U.V OIN ETZEGOOLL

uév xÉv utv rcollet rtarilp uEvÉatvcv ÉptícusEtv,
áaxaIócov My uta cryíXov arípEcrat gAixEoeat.

Hermann changed utv (line 444) into oi, because ErcEdeat governs, in epic,
the dative (cf. Abel, ad une 444). But the fact is that utv, in epic, can be used
as a dative (cf. Dottin, op. cit., p. CXIIII; also Chryssafis, Cor. Londin. III,
1983, p. 15 f., and especially Cor. Londin. IV, 1984, pp. 18 ff.). In une 445,
Musgrave altered ÉpúcsaEtv into ¿Only: his alteration is accepted by
Giannakis. The conjecture is unwarranted. Here, ptEvÉatvEv governs the
future infinitive ÉpúcsoEtv —a perfectly normal syntactical construction; the
future IpúcwsEt (same sedes) occurs in Lithica 35. It is true that púxavEv
occurs in fine 449, but there is no need to alter the mss. reading púaostv in
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fine 445. The poet has achieved a neat Umkehrung of the wording which
occurs in lijad XXI, 176. As regards the sense, we must note that the verb
¿púa), in late epic, can mean «urge orally someone back from his intention»,
as is clear from e.g. Nonn. Dionys. XXX, 251 ff.: Dionysos was running away
from the battle ((pEtíyovra), and Athena was sent to «urge him back» («bring
him back», Rouse, in his Loeb translation) into battle (Eig Evornív) from his
flight, by making him change his mind (aEraarpÉwavra piEvotw elv). Here, the
hero's father is described as wishing (piEvÉatvEv) to urge his son back
(Epúaactv) from his determination to fight dangerous beasts.

457 ff.:
Totov rata PporoTatv ápriyóva EXTEV ópEíTIW,
80TE XElt 08T011.1.ÉVOILç tilxoq lipokaat
X01 OTEípT301, yuvottli restEtv (pila TÉXVOL 81:81.)01..
1101X002 yáp Ovriroiat 0E0ç CpSEtv áyopEt5a).

The mss. reading Oantíg was violently changed into 1,í0oug by Schneider,
whom ah the editors follow. 'This alteration is unwarranted. In une 492 ( =
486 ed. Hermann), the poet says, of course, yayárriv OÉax.EXa t•ÉC,Etv oI8a,
but in une 460 he is alluding to the Leitmotiv of the Lithica, namely the
fact that it is not the stones themselves, but the gods that, by creating for
the benefit of mankind stones which are useful because of their medical or
magical properties, accomplish miracles: cf. fines 175 ff., 225 ff., 289 ff.,
302-305, 329-333, etc., cf. also fine 171, fine 644 (apavókv), une 665
(4pavínv). In this case, the deity concerned is rata, who gave birth
(Tf.XTEV, fine 457) to the stone called ópEírriv (line 457) for the benefit
(ányóva, fine 457) of mortals (Pporotat, une 457). In fine 457, faia is of
course personified as a goddess (she is invoked as a goddess in fines 713
ff., xlriatv... fatrig; on the «pouvoirs» of the goddess Earth cf. Halleux-
Schamp, Les Lapidaires Grecs, p. 106; cf. e.g. the powers of the god
'HéItog, fines 301 ff.).

481:
oí 8' áp' árcó aTETÉpou itErcalayp,Évot...

Wiel chanded itó into tirtó, because the poet elsewhere uses incó to denote
the agent or cause (cf. Giannakis, ad loc.). The alteration is unjustified,
because, in late epic, ártó can be used, fike úrtó, to denote cause. Wiel, of
course, hesitated to propose his conjecture, because he knew perfectly well that
the principie of Selbstvariation is followed by the author of the Lithica, who
could therefore use not only 67tó, but also (i.e. in une 481) duró to denote
cause, consequence or agent: what made Wiel propose, however hesitatingly,
his conjecture was the fact that he believed that ártó denoting cause or
consequence was not found in late epic. We know now, instead, that airó
meaning «infolge von...» is well attested in Nonnus (cf. Peek, Wdrterbuch,
s.v. árcó, p. 159: «wirkende Ursache»). The Sprachgebrauch of Nonnus and of
the Orphica, as everybody knows, has much in common.
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507:
(58OTO;	 •521.1xEt xara yaarÉpog fativ.

The mss. reading 02triv was changed to DA» by Schrader, whom every-
body follows. The alteration is unwarranted, because 021.1, in later Greek
and indeed in the Orphic corpus, can mean precisely iItk, as I have
underlined in Journ. He!!. Stud., 1975, p. 38 and Journ. Hell. Stud. 1978,
p. 182, where I quote, inter alia, Abel, Orphica, p. 159.

511:
Kai IIEpatitSao plÉvoÇ ¡.tÉya xoupaMoto

Schrader, followed by ah the editors, changed FIEparl•Sao into fIcp-
antiáSao, his conjecture is arbitrary, because the author of the Lithica
patenly wants to reproduce here the Homeric variant (Iliad XIX, 116
IIEpantSao which is attested in many manuscripts of the lijad (cf. the
apparatuses in the editions published by Ludwich and by Allen). Since, as
we have already noted, t was dichronous by the time the poet of the Lithica
wrote his work, he evidently scanned IlEpariTSao.

517-525:
yáp Poravn itpcbrov (púa, ot16' Evi yctítj,

lb/ YE cpuró)v 1GtEV OTEDEilV rpotpóv, ótXX' Evi 7CóVTc?

árpuyércp, tva tpúxt', Wat opt5a yívEr' ¿Icappet.
aóráp Ensí x' neljat ptapcuvottÉvri /Cali yripaq,
fiT01 1.1,ÉV Oh tpt5221,a irEpup0tvú0ouatv t`xp'
adral 8' Ev flévkaptv intotploídoto 0aUtaariq
vlixErat, 6(ppot xtíttotr' brOliTtSTO ctiytalóv•SE.
Cv0a 8' ap' ElanívrK tuv ávanvEúaaaav 15it' al'Opriv
pg000' oh 7rEp 1:8ovro, xparuvottévriv 6pacta0ca.

This is perhaps the most debated passage in the Lithica: a look at
Giannakis' apparatus and at his note ad loc. will show the numerous and
often violent attempts at altering une 524. In reality, lime 524 is perfectly
sound. The passage describes the stone called xoupáltov it is born as a
plant (Parávri), which is soft (ouppa), in the sea; at first it swims in the
deep (flévkaatv) sea, but then it reaches the shore (522-523), where (Cv0a),
exposed to the air (524: 67c' atOpriv: under the sky, i.e. no longer submerged
in the deep sea), it hardens (xparuvottévriv) and finally becomes a stone
(itErparat, une 527). The phrase 0rc' atOpriv «under the sky-air» is
grammatically correct: for incó governing the accusative, without any sense
of motion, cf. e.g. LSJ, s.v. tSicó, C, 2). What has caused incredible
difficulties is the participle ávanvEúaaaav. The participle is, in reality,
perfectly sound. Ah the critics agree that the xoupátItov is born as a living
being, which as such swims (víncErat, 523) in the sea. Here, áva1tvEt5aapav
means «having reposed», «having rested»: the xoupetItov first swims in the
sea (inrotpXoídoto, correctly defended by H. White, in her already quoted
monograph); such swimming evidently tired the xouptUtov, which can then
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repose, i.e. have a rest, under the sky-air, on the shore where ('Év0a) it starts
becoming hard. For the verb ávartváco meaning «repose», «have a rest»,
«enjoy a respite», cf. LSJ, s.v., and also Diccionario Griego-Español, s.v.
avanyáo («descansar»). To conclude: the verbs vftEtat and (31vanyEúaa-
aay are metaphors, indicating that the xoupállov is enviságed as a living
being, which as such swims and then reposes, i.e. has a rest. On this type of
metaphor, expressed by a verb alone, without any addition such as would
be chanspd, «as it were», cf. my note in Mus. Phil. Lond. IV, 1981, pp. 62
ff., and also Sicul. Gymn. 1987, p. 11. The metaphorical use of avanvéco
made by the author of the Lithica is not original: this metaphoris applied to
a field which «rests», «reposes» in Chrys., Migne 62, 223, as noted in Dicc.
Griego-Español, s.v. A, I, 3. The epithet inco(pkoíaf3oto «making a gentle
noise» is contextually apposite: the xoupál,tov, being delicate (éla(ppét),
swims only when the sea is comparatively calm, not stormy, because the
powerful waves of a stormy sea would tear the delicate xoupétIto y to pieces.
In the passage of the Lithica under discussion, the verb avanyEúaaaay
means, metaphorically, «having enjoyed a respite», «having rested»: it
cannot mean, non-metaphorically, «having resumed breathing real air»,
because the xoupálto y, like the field in Chrys., loc. cit., never needed, by
its nature, to breathe any air: it was born under the sea, and swam under
the sea (13Év0Ecraty) until it reached the shore. The metaphorical use under
discussion of ávanyéco (= «enjoy a respite», «descansar») is attested, in
Greek literature, from Homer to Nonnus (cf. Dicc. Griego-Español, loc.
cit.). Pindar, Nem. I, 1, makes elegant use of apayEupia: the word (cf. the
commentators ad loc.) can mean either that Alpheus «took a respite» after
his pursuit of Arethusa under the sea, or that Alpheus «breathed real air
again», after not being able to breathe air whilst swimming under the sea.
My dear colleague Dr. Veneri (University of Urbino) refers me, for the use
of avanvéo, to Ebeling, Lex. Homer., s.v.

532:
(plotóq 0' 801tEp ETIV • (p)otóÇ XEV 2(51VVóç EaTtV.

We have already noted, when discussing lines 84-86, that Hermann's
conjecture (plotóq 8 yE is unwarranted, because there is no need to remove
xEy. It remains to be added that there is no need to intrude SÉ either,
because the sentence beginning with (plotóÇ xEY is added asyndetically.
Asyndeton is no less frequent in the Lithica than in any other late epic text:
cf. lime 58, une 100 (where 8' has been inserted, arbitrarily, after Ouaiat, by
Wiel: the scanning is %Cell tapo-, in hiatus), fine 405, une 764 (where Abel
would like to remove the asyndeton).

533-537:
TEpiccoXii 8' 'Oda ()m'Ayo° ç (ppéva GETO

131.1ave- éy(1)	 oI8' 5, T1 1101 Oélyritpoy iSeivrt
aity ¿ni repant8a; xataka:13Etat . o°8E Stívaviat
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6"oac xopEoefivat EhiconÉvou, állá p.t OltnfloÇ
odnuat orépvotatv óionévou TÉpaÇ Eivat.

For anconévou (une 536) cf. Abel's apparatus ad loc. It would be
unwarranted to alter adntrat. This form is a regular subjunctive (cf. liad
III, 26, XI, 415). Ancient grammarians taught that Homer liked to employ
«non modo temporum, sed etiam modorum enallagen» (Friedlaender, op.
cit., pp. 7 ff.): the author of the Lithica has first employed the indicative
future (Mount), then he has used two presents (xataXEWETat, SúvavTat)
(which have futural force: Friedlaender, op. cit., p. 6), and then he has
added the subjunctive oEúnrat (with futural force: Friedlaender, op. cit., p.
9 6). The poet, in sum, is describing what will happen to his reader and to
himself at the sight of the tépaÇ. The genitive bionévou is evidently the
correct (difficilior) reading, whereas the variant óiónEvov is a trivialization:
the genitive óVottévot) referring to the accusative J.LE is an anakolouthon of
epic type («génitif du participe aprés un pronom á l'accusatif»: Chantraine,
Gramm. Hom. II, Paris 1963, § 469 ff.). Such participial anakoloutha,
which are, in Homer, traits of «archaique» style (Chantraine, loc. cit.)
continue to be employed in post-Homeric epic (cf. e.g. Alex. Aetol., fr. 3,
une 13 xa0awanévrn; also Enes 3-4, another anakolouthon: vútupriÇ...
áXicsooptévri x.T.X.). These anakoloutha were used by post-Homeric poets
because they wanted to reproduce the «simplicitas sermonis prisci», i.e. the
archaic style typical of Homer (cf. Scr. Min. Alex., I, p. 152, note 74).

576 f.:
OrIxE 8', á8EXTEtoi3 xl,ÉN 6.9Orrov (15Ç xE rcaotto,
ami xoupaMou npotÉlyriv (púcstv OlácrascsOat.

Tyrwhitt altered xoupaItou into xouplatov, in order to obtain the sense
«fecit autem, ut fratris gloria immortalis fieret, Coralium in aeternum
priorem naturam mutare». However, the middle ákletooecreat can mean not
only «mutare» (transitive), but also «modificarse», «cambiarse», «alterarse»
(Dicc. Griego-Español, s.v. áXIáTTCO, IV, 1 and 3): therefore the reading
xoupaXiou is correct, the sense being «and she, in order that her brother's
glory might be immortal, caused the original nature of the xoupótItov
(xoupaMot) tptímv) to change, to alter (állácrocoBat) for ever». In sum: here
álInomaOat is intransitive, and means «modificarse», «become altered».

583:
xal xaov áv8potpóvov 9EISTEtv &ro IrnoTtripcov.

Ruhnken changed xóXov into Xóxov. The epithet át/Spotpóvov is used in
enallage adjectivi, and should therefore be preferred to the reading of S,
ávSpotpóvcov, which is an evident trivialization aimed at eliminating the
elegant enallage. Abel, for his part (cf. his apparatus) wonders whether the
mss. reading xó2tov might be correct here, but he cannot contribute any

6 Also Oldenburger, op. cit., p. 12 f.
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convincing factor. The mss. reading xólov in fine 583 is sound, because the
word xóXoq, in later epic (cf. Q. Sm. V, 457 and XII, 15), acquired the
meaning «insidiae», i.e. it carne to mean &SIN, which meaning the word
xaov has here in Lith. 583 (xólov... IMaTilpcov = insidias piratarum).
The word xóloq became synonymous with Sao; «insidiae» in later epic,
because in the Homeric text xólin is attested as a variant alongside
For instance, Quintus uses xólov instead of, and as a synonym of, 8ólov
at Posthom. V, 457 because he approved of the variant xólov (cf. the
apparatus of Ludwich's edition at Od. X, 232) instead of the reading 86Iov
at Odyssey X, 232. There is no doubt that Quintus' phrase in Posthom. V,
457 &bato yáp xaov Ervat is modelled upon Hom., Od. X, 232, as
Koechly underlines: what remains to be said is that Quintus accepted, at
Od. X, 232, the variant xóXov, and not the reading Saov.

The word xóXo; carne to be used as a synonym of 8óXoÇ because xóXo;
is a tendency EIÇ Tó Spácsaí novripóv (schol. Od. II, 315, p. 108
Dindorf), and SóXo; is by nature novqpó; (cf. LSJ, s.v. Saog, 2). To
conclude: the variant xóXov at Od. X, 232, and the mss. reading xaov
both in Q. Sm. V, 457 as well as in Lith. 583, means «insidias».

588-593:
(pápilaxot 8' 800Cil 7CÉX0Vtal dlTáCIAOLIOI
ápaí	 áyvájl7CTOILOW 'Eptvi5m náyxu 1101.006Ctl,
ETTE ptí4:30ç MAC« oixo90ópov oóx VóTICIEV
ávilp,	 86Cil	 ¿ni cs(pfatv 118' ¿Tcatot8áÇ
axÉTItot áXXffikótat ItEycdpovTEÇ TEMOUCH,

593 itáVTCOV dIVTílUTOV 811E1,ç XpettEpdMITOV EIVOIL
The mss. reading áVVCIUTOV has been changed to 6vTí8oTov by Nauck,

whom Abel and Giannakis follow, whilst Stephanus conjectured ávTíXuTpov,
without, however, satisfactorily explaining the passage. The reading
ávTauTov, as I shall demonstrate, is perfectly sound, and the context
eminently perspicuous. The poet is talking about defixiones and spells
(›caTáSsaltot une 588, braot8áÇ fine 591) against which the stone called
xoupáItov acts as a talisman, an amulet. As is well known, XlmaTa (here used
in une 591) means, in its non-metaphorical sense, XuTpchaqta, «redeemable
things» (Thes., s.v. Xlip,a, 432 A). In the language of magic, defixiones and
spells cast on a person were envisaged as metaphorical luTpcbmp,a, i.e. as
physical or mental diseases which could be metaphorically «redeemed», i.e.
got rid of, by means of appropriate amulets, which acted as «counter-magic»
(cf. Moulton-Milligan, Vocab. Gr. Test., s.v. XuTpóco; and Pap. Gr. Mag.,
vol. II, p. 213, a text written on a «Papyrusainulett», «Bitte um Schutz gegen
Krankheit»: ai 1,1)T13050£1,; draw duró netCHig áppwaTeíaq Tflç 7CEpti
Here, the magic stone xoupáltov is described as the metaphorical
«redemption», ávTíluTpov, i.e. as the counter-magic-producing amulet which
«redeems», «gets rid of», defixiones and spells cast on people. 'The author of
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the Lithica, instead of writing ávtílutpov, prefers the late spelling
ávTautov, i.e. he adopts the spelling (frequently attested in magical papyri)
whereby the consonant -p-«evanuit» (Crónert, Mem. Gr. Hercul., p. 81,
with footnote 1). The reason why the author of the Lithica has adopted the
spelling ávtauTov resides in the fact that, as Professor Tessier makes me
observe, the spelling in question enabled him to avoid correptio Attica: as a
rule, the poet shuns correptio Attica, and employs it only when compelled
by metrical necessity (cf. Giannakis, op. cit., p. 60).

For ávtampov as a real or metaphorical «redemption», «ransom»,
«Lósegeld» cf. especially Bauer, Wdrt. N. 	 s.v.

In sum: the ?tata in line 591 are the metaphorical Iutpo5auía, i.e. the
spells and defixiones against which the xoupaItov acts as a metaphorical
«redemption», i.e. as a powerful ávtílut(p)ov, as a powerful talisman
which gets rid of them. Of course xaraSeapot, ápaí, aíaoÇ, Itívtata (= as
already explained, )utpoSaqta) and ¿naouSet; are ah l synonymous: the
author of the Lithica uses them in fines 588-591, in conformity with the
predilection late epic writers have for the display of synonyms. The word
ptíao; in line 590 caused difficulties to the critics (cf. e.g. Abel ad loc.)
because they were not familiar with the ancient concept of 90óvoq or
llaarcavía. Here, ilíaN has the meaning attested in magical papyri (cf. Pap.
Gr. Mag., Reg. I, Griechische Worte, s.v. Rico; 7). The intended victim of
a spell (i.e. defixio, ptiaog, ¿icaot8aí) never knows that the spell has been
cast upon him or her: he or she will therefore, as a precautionary and
preventative measure, carry a talisman which will undo (ávtílut(p)ov) the
effect of any spell which might have been cast upon him or her. The variant
pu5aN «dirt», «piaculum» is contextually out of place, because the poet is
describing the effect which the stone called xoupáItov has upon defixiones,
and is not talking about garbage. The said variant pu5aN was called into
existence by someone who mistook It5i.lata in une 591 to mean «garbage»
(whereas the word Milata has here, as we have seen, the meaning
IUTpcbatp,a, = «spells») 8.

617:
&XV oio; irávuov itpoTspárta-coÇ, r.t x utv EepotÇ,
Ei8o; Cxovta Soupotváv

Hermann changed the optative EiSpoi; into EiSpw, and his conjecture is
accepted by Giannakis. The conjecture is unwarranted, because the optative
after a primary tense is normal in later epic: cf. Dottin, op. cit., p. CXXVI,
Weinberger, op. cit., p. 260 (in final sentences, «post tempus primarium...
saepius optativus legitur»), pp. 275 ff., for the «enuntiata condicionalia», etc.

7 Pap.Gr.Mag. II, p. 47 (it is a tpatpoxatáSconog, cf. p. 45): Stácícuachv ¿mi!) wapnámov (=
Tápnaxa, Lith. 588) xaíl3aoxooúvnc... nícioug; Pap.Gr.Mag. II, p. 228 («Ainulett»): tpCióvcn... xal pacroc;
Pap.Gr.Mag. II, p. 234 («Trennungszauber», cf. p. 233): bc... uicsoÇ

8 For the scanning niao; in fine 590; cf. Dottin, op. cit., p. CXLV.
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The counterpart of this phenomenon is that «coniunctivus post
praeterita frequenter occurrit apud huius aetatis poetas» (Abel, op. cit., p.
39). Cf. my discussion of unes 85-86, where I deal with une 472.

The use of the optative after a primary tense is of course a Homeric
rarity, as such reproduced by later poets: cf. H. White, «Three Epigrams
from the Garland of Philip», forthcoming in «Corolla Londiniensis», vol. 5.

649 f.:
5(ppct XE TC(5LVT ' (3tIST11(1 Traútpoxov álupurEtácsactÇ
vcirrov ¿óv Teúlot,	 oópavoti ácsTanóEv-coq
Ouj.tóvdtvtiact; KpóvoÇ oópavóv EIGÉT1, vadot.

The optatives TEúlot and vaíot would be regular after ócppa (cf. Dottin,
op. cit., p. CXXIV f.), but the indicatives TEIZEI and vaía (evidently a
praesens pro futuro, parallel to the future tsgEt), attested as variants, are
not impossible: cf. Oldenburger, op. cit., p. 19. Abel's conjecture TEúlat,
accepted by Giannakis, is arbitrary: ócppa TEúlot corresponds exactly, for
instance, to 69pa xaMacrot in Orph. Argon. 655 (where Hermann 9
arbitrarily altered xaMacsot into staXÉcsaat).

The optativus futuri (for classical Greek cf. Kühner-Gerth, I, p. 183 and
Schwyzer, Griech. Gramm. II, p. 337) as used here in Lith. 650 (TEúlot)
and Orph. Arg. 655 (xalécraot.), i.e. not as optativus obliquus, occurs not
only in later Greek prose (cf. F. W. A. Dickinson, The Use of the Optative
Mood..., Diss. Washington 1926, p. 64; Sophocles, Greek Lexicon of Rom.
Byz. Per., p. 46 f.), but also in poetry (e.g. A.P. V, 100, 1, = Page,
Further Greek Epigrams, 1056: plÉpuiforro).

664 f.:
.vr .tcptç áltÓppotáv XEV á otSoí

oúpavfiv xaMouatv ¿; ávepoSnouÇ dupixecreat.
Schneider, followed by Abel and Giannakis, altered xaMouatv into

xl.zioucstv. It is perfectly true that xXzíco can be used with the accusative
and the infinitive (cf. LSJ, s.v. x21.zíco, II; e.g. Ap. Rhod., Arg. I, 18 f. Cr(

xl.doucstv x.T.X.), but xaMo.), too, can govern the said construction (cf.
Thes., s.v. xaMo), C): therefore the mss. reading xaMouatv, in line 665, is
sound and should not be tampered with.

673-674:
XCLI, ykivatat tetjatv ktaiactÇ, xaíxcaatv
ávnSpóq	 ai8ofrov áxo; eCOET111. 4:5Ç xe nímat.

We have already seen that the mss. reading ykivatat, wrongly altered by
Hermann whom all the editors follow, is perfectly sound. We shall now
discuss the rest of this passage, which is one of the most debated in the
Lithica: we shall namely see that the text is sound. The critics could not un-

9 Following Eschenbach: cf. Abel's apparatus in his edition of Orph. Argon. Cf. also Vian's
apparatus, in his edition of the Orphic Argonautica (Paris, Les Belles Lettres, 1987).
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derstand the grammatical structure of these two fines, and therefore they
proposed more or less violent alterations (all of which are unwarranted).
The grammatical diffículty has been seen by the critics in the fact that,
although there are two sentences, connected with each other by xaí... TE,

there is only one verbum finitum, namely Trinca. In order to introduce a
second verbum finitum into the passage, Abel postulated a lacuna between
fines 673 and 674, but such a lacuna, as has already been observed and as I
wish to underline now, is unnecessary from the point of view of the sense,
because fines 673-674 say all that is needed, and ahl that we know from
medical writers, i.e. that the liquid containing pulverized haematites can be
used as a collyrium to be applied to the eyes (either instilled or anointed:
¿rcullattçóptcvo; fl intalcupóitcvN, Galenus XII, p. 196 Kühn) in order to
cure their diseases, or as a potion to be drunk in order to cure the diseases
of the urinary tract (Dioscor. rIcpi (5213-1ç iatp. 5, 126 nívEtat... npóÇ
S)aoupía;...; fIcpi	 (papa. 2, 113 •Suaoupíaq St Ocpancúct ntvóacva...
alitatítin IífioÇ yliWatat, in fine 673, refers to the use of haematites
as a collyrium for the eyes, and ai8ofrov ItxoÇ in lime 674 refers to the use
of haematites used as a potion to cure the diseases of the uro-genital tract.
The lacuna is not necessary from the point of view of grammar either, as
we shall see soon. A factor which is decisive for the understanding of the
text in lines 673 f. is that xulixzaatv «drinking cup» can only refer to the
potion drunk as an aiSofrov áxog, i.e. can only go with icímai, and cannot
refer to the collyrium, which was not drunk, but applied to the 10d-wat, i.e.
to the eyes (therefore Giannakis' textual alteration and punctuation are
untenable).

The text, as I have just said, is perfectly sound. In order to understand
it, we must remember two important facts, both of which have been
overlooked by the critics. First of ah, the stone haematites, pulverized and
mixed with a liquid, was used for two purposes: as a collyrium, it was ap-
plied 10 to the eyes in order to cure ophthalmic diseases, and as a potion it
was drunk in order to cure the diseases of the urinary tract 11 . Secondly,
the participle, in epic poetry, could be used instead of a verbum finitum,
and often, in medical-didactic poetry, as the equivalent of the imperative
(cf. in particular H. White, Studies in the Poetry of Nicander, Select índex,
s.v. «Participle employed instead of the Imperative»). From these two facts
we can draw the conclusion that the text of lines 673-674 is sound. The poet
first states that the stone haematites, pulverized and mixed with a liquid,

10 On such collyria, which were applied to the eye (not drunk by the patient) cf. Halleux-Schamp, op.
cit., p. 320; Hippocr., vol. 8, pp. 458-459 Littré; Galenus, Opera, ed. Kühn, índex, s.v. Collyrium, Collyria,
Oculares Compositiones, Ocularia Medicamenta; the technical term was ¿yxptóptevoq, if the collyrium was an
ointment which was smeared upon the eye, or tvxuperríçu) if the collyrium was instilled into the eye (by
means of a feather, the ancient equivalent of the modern dropper: Hippocr., loc. cit.), cf. Galenus, Opera,
ed. Kühn, XII, pp. 753 and 754, and Thes., s.v. ¿roma-tilo.

11 Cf. Plin. XXXVI, 145: bibitus, as quoted by Halleux-Schamp, op. cit., p. 321.
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constituted a collyrium for the treatment of the diseases of the eyes (fines
666-672).

The fluid remedy made up of pulverized haematites mixed with a liquid
constituted, however, not only a collyrium to be applied to the eyes, but
also a potion to be drunk in order to treat the diseases of the urinary tract,
as we have observed: therefore, the poet says, in fines 673-674, that
pulverized haematites mixed with a liquid «on the one hand (xaí) must
come into contact (61aXiíaag) with your eyes (ylVivatot) —scil. as a colly-
rium—, and on the other (TE) will be a remedy (1txog CooETat) for the
genital organ (aiSofrov) of the man who will drink it (ó.v8póg, 8g xE Tcímat)
out of a drinking cup (xaímEactv)». For the emphatic position of xuXíxEcs-
atv cf. footnote 12.

My explanation of fines 673-674 is fully confirmed by the fact that the
«ordre des recettes» (Helleux-Schamp, op. cit., p. 321) is, evidently by
tradition, the same in the Lithica as in the other medical sources: in the
Lithica we are told first that haematites can be used as a collyrium for the
eyes, and then that it can be used as a potion to be drunk to cure the
diseases of the genito-urinary tract; in Pliny, XXXVI, 144 we are told first
that haematites can be used as a collyrium for the eyes (perhaps as a dry
collyrium: uritur... oculis... mire convenit), and then that in vesicae vitiis
efficax bibitur. In the KnpúyptaTa, p. 152 Abel we read first of haematites
used as a collyrium (Eig iroav 690alptíav) and then of haematites used as
a potion (ptETét iS8aTog Trivóp,Evov), and in Damigeron IX we read first of
haematites lapis used as a collyrium (inunctus... infusus), and then of
haematites used as a potion (potatus cum agua... per potionem).

I shall now explain the two lines 673-674 from the point of view of
Greek grammar and vocabulary. First of the participle óptalíca; is here
the equivalent of the imperative élnkricsáTco, and means «it must come into
contact with»; the verb ép,t1,Éco, governing the dative of the part of the
body with which something must come into contact, is a medical terminus
technicus (cf. LSJ, s.v. ópttXéc) V, 2, with examples); here, óptúdiaag
governs the dative ykilvatat. The imperatival participle óptiXiícsag is here
coupled (by means of xaí... TE) with the future CaacTat: such type of
coupling was employed, as is well known, for reasons of variatio (cf. H.
White, loc. cit. and Klauser, De dicendi genere in Nic., Diss. Wien 1898, p.
83: «solo variandi studio»; cf. also H. Schneider, Vergl. Untersuch. zur
sprach!. Struktur der... lehrged... des Nik., Wiesbaden 1962, pp. 53 ff., a
structuralistic view of the phenomenon; on the use of the participle «pro
imperativo», cf. Scr. MM. Alex. II, p. 460 f.).

The particles xaí... TE connect the two sentences y)1,Tívatat 61.ttVicsag
(where, as we have seen, óptilr'ioag is the equivalent of the imperative
égariaáTco) and áv8póg aiSoícov axog laaETat; the particle TE occupies, in
the sentence it connects, the third position (i.e., it comes after the two words
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xukíxacscnv áv8p(50, which is perfectly normal (cf. Dottin, op. cit., p.
CXXII). The dative xaíyzom is, as everybody agrees, a poetic plural, and is
govemed by nímat (an epic construction, attested in Homer: cf., for nívw
governing the dative denoting the cup out of which one drinks, LSJ, s.v. 7CíVCO,

I, quoting Od. XIV, 112, Xenoph. Anab. 6, 1, 4 xapatívolÇ nolupíot;; cf.
also Gow-Page, He/len. Epigr., line 1858 nívEt... xc't8o1Ç). The double genitive
áv•Spin aiSokov («a remedy for the genital organ, ai8ofrov, of the man,
áv•Spóg») is a construction typical of epic poetry, cf. Scr. Min. Alex. II, pp.
392, 589, and H. White, Cor. Londin. I, 1981, p. 164; cf. Lithica, limes 138 or
711. Note the elegant enjambement, whereby the word xulkscaow is
connected with the sentence which follows, in lime 674 (on this type of
enjambement, achieved by the the «conjunction» TE in lime 674, cf. McLennan,
Calim., Hymn lo Zeus, p. 136; cf. e.g. Lithica 303). The enjambement between
lines 673 and 674, whereby the word xulíyzamv, at the end of line 673, goes
with the verb nítim, at the end of une 674, is a very common type in the
Lithica: cf. limes 29 f., 82 f., 208 f., 245 f., 317 f., 364 f., 499 f., 684 f., 746 f.
The type of enjambement between unes 673 and 674 requires a comma to be
placed before xulíxEcsow: for this type, cf. e.g. limes 499 and 684, where the
conuna is correctly printed by Abel and Halleux-Schamp.

For the enjambement of words which, like xuMnacnv, are «in versus
exitu posita» as discussed by the ancients 12 cf. Friedlaender, Nicanoris

Ettyl.tfig, reprint Hakkert 1967, p. 135 f. Lime 673 of the Lithica
contains two instances of the same case (datives 1,21..ñvatat and xulímacww):
such lines are not rare in the Lithica (25, 373, 620; 115, 243, 450).

To conclude: the text of limes 673-674 is perfectly sound, in the light of
the medical and syntactical facts which I have explained. The variant invó-
ptcvoÇ in une 668, offered by A, is an evident mistake; the correct reading is
of course iltyvúji,EvN. That the reading of A, invói.tevoÇ, is a mistake is
proved by the fact that collyria were not drunk, but applied to the eyes, as
we have already underlined: Wiel (ap. Abel, p. 102) rightly underlines that
the ancients treated the diseases of the eyes by means of collyria which were
applied as «unguenta» to the eyes, and not by means of «potiones». How
did the mistaken reading nivói.tsvog arise? The reply is easy. Whenever a
participle is used as a verbum finitum, as is the cases with óptiXiícsaÇ in lime

12 The reader understands that xu2dxaocav goes with nímoi and not with ktikliaaÇ because collyria are
not drunk out of a drinking cup, and because the particles xaí... TE (cf. Peek, Lex. Nonn., S.V. TE, II, 1)

indicate that xuXíxsocrtv, which cannot go with óptl.qaaq, cannot but go with reírjai. Therefore a comma is
lo be placed before xaíxzaatv, just as a comma is to be placed before tivétacscov in Ap. Rh., Argon. I, 753.
For the type of enjambement under discussion, whereby a comma is to be placed before the last word in the
hexarneter, cf. e.g. Ap. Rh., Argon. III, 1058, III, 1161, or IV, 962.

The mention of xulbacrotv with nímai is not otiose: the author of the Lithica wants to underline that, in
order to render urination easy, it is necessary to drink the potion containing pulverized haematites in large
amounts, as opposed to the small quantities of collyrium applied to the eyes (a xatk contained, on average,
one pint of liquid, according to Smith, Dict. Antiq., sec. ed., s.v. calix). In order to imderline his point, the
poet places xuXíxzoctiv in an emphatic position, at the end of line 673.
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673, copyists who did not understand that the participle was equivalent to a
verbum finitum tried to give to the participle concerned a purely participial
force, by eliminating the conjunction which joined the participle with the
verbum finitum present in the sentence. In so doing, the copyists produced
a sentence which was often logically impossible. Exactly this has happened
in the case under discussion: in A, the conjunction TE was arbitrarily
eliminated (A, instead of the correct text áv8póÇ T' alSokov, reads ávÉpoq
aiSokov); the text of A offers words which are logically impossible
ly: «the liquid containing haematites, having joined the cup [óptIficaÇ xu-

Xíxcaatv, i.e. «drunk», = ictvóitEvoÇ in une 668] for the treatment of your
eyes [ylfivatot TET)(31,V: dative of advantage] will be a cure for the genital
parts of the man who will drink it»). The words offered by A are logically
impossible because collyria were not drunk, but applied to the eyes.

712-715:
Toi3 St 8taptadati SakEtv ¿VVÉCIL p.totpaq•
-cpETÇ piv	 xlflatv navSsiyxéog
Tos% 8' ¿Tápct; FaírK ¿ptfIchXou A.a.0130TEinç,

TpEig 6¿ 0807IpOníTIÇ TCOIlliSpLOVOg, állfaiSCITCYLO.

Musgrave, followed by ah the critics, changed ámictúatoto into
áll/El5aT01.0. In reality, the epithet áxitatkrroto is perfectly sound. It is patent,
as the word xlfiatv (line 713) as well as the parallelism with 'HEMoto and
faín; indicate, that Cosonpontri is here envisaged as a personified deity 13 ; in
any case, prophecy was «chaste», «pure» (.tavtfov áyvóv, Orph. Hymn. 79,
3): the epithet allfaucno; means (examples in Peek, Würt. Nonn., s.v.)
precisely «chaste», «pure», «undefiled».

720 f.:
lv 8É atptv xal •Sptility brliku8a xóxrcov ávtoya
¡Igen xpoctoxítcova, ptclayxpoinv, /pítti.tov.

Tyrwhitt, followed by all the editors, changed the adjective
xp000xitcova into Ouaoxittova: he correctly understood "that the unes
contain a description of pepper, but he could not comprehend how
xpuaoxíttova could be appropriate here. Tyrwitt did not knoW, or forgot,
that, whereas dried peppercorns are black (11EXayxpot1iv), their outer skin is
«bright red» (cf. Chambers's Encyclopaedia, vol. X, new edition, London
1961, s.v. Pepper). Before acquiring a fully red colour, the skin of the
peppercorns goes through shades of «Rotgelb»: here, xpuaoxíuova means
precisely «having a red (or: reddish) skin». Cf. E. Veckenstedi, Gesch. der
griech. Farbenlehre, reprint Gerstenberg, Hildesheim 1973, pp. 120 ff., for
xpuao— «red» or «reddish». In sum: the epithet xpuaoxi-ccova is sound.

13 For such personifications cf. H. White, New Essays in He!!. Poetry, p. 61; Roscher, s.v. Personifikatio-
nen, s.v. Dynamis, Euergesia, Eukleia, Homonoia, Euphrosyne, Mneia, Metameleia, Pronoia, Pistis, Tolmo,
etc. Personifications of abstract concepts abound in tater Epic: Nonnus has `Appovín, Watt, AUN', cpúotg,
Níxu, 1-160N, etc. Many such personifications occur in the Orphic Hyrnns ('Apxtl, Eixrel3fit, Eúvoptit, etc.).
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725-727:
tó(ppa St xtxklaxatv lictxápo)v apprixtov Exacrrov
05VORW TÉDICOVTOU ydtp, á7LEí x ttç v TEXETijat
guarixóv ád8matv ánchvunov apavichvcov.

Lectius changed the epithet appwcrov into appyrov, because the poet is
describing mysteries. But the epithet apprperov is sound: we are faced, once
again, with a case of adjectival enallage. It is the gods themselves, invoked
in the Hymns (Orph. Hymn. 19, 11; 65, 1) who are Itppnxtot, and
therefore, here in fines 725 f., the epithet appnwrov is transferred, by
enallage adjectivi, from the gods (naxápo)v) to their name (4vonct). 'The
epithet appyrov is not necessary, because xtxXilaxEtv and illlontXóV
¿MbVU1.1,0V suffice to indicate that the otherwise unutterable (pluattxóv)
names are being uttered aloud (xtxkflaxEiv). Perhaps the same enallage
adjectivi occurs in Orph. Argon. 467, if the variant appip .na is preferred to
the reading apprita (ópxta ElEciív apprpact: cf. Dottin's apparatus 14).

Enallage adjectivi is not rare in the Lithica, as H. White has shown in her
already quoted monograph.

731:
énnótE 8' ámfonávotatv id xpEettEnatv Intat

Hermann changed xpEITEcratv into xpEáEamv, and all the critics have
accepted his alteration. His conjecture is unwarranted: «die Beugung
xpÉcuro;, xpÉata» is attested «spáter», as underlined in Passow,
Handwdrt., s.v. xpÉct;, and there is therefore no justification in eliminating
the form xpEátEacnv from une 731. 'This type of «Beugung» was felt to be
an Atticism (Rebmann, Die sprachl. Neuerungen in den Kyneg., p. 11), as
such permissible in an epic text like the Lithica.

739-744:
MrISÉ nztacupexpálaOcn, ¿7ZE1	 ánovóaqn tpclarineE
á)n,X,' 01E1 irporépnv á; ótTaD7C1TóV 500E (pÉDOVTEç
CDXE00 ' Éç ná•yapov purpSÉ nponnueirlaaneat
El xév Tiç 1040/.11T0.1. ÓSítTlç, CGT ' f5tv IxÉcrOat
á; Sónov • vea 8' CIZEI,TO, OUTIXág á0CLVÓIT01,01,V

744 ¿IallTI.Ç 19.)ÉçOVTaç ápcímoura notxact xotíztv.
The nominative 9épov-rE; was changed into the accusative (pápovra; by

Tyrwhitt, whom ahl the editors follow. This alteration is unjustified,
because we now know that the infinitive with imperatival force (here, the
three infinitives nEtaarpoxpacseat, CpxEcreat and nportnu011aanOat are
imperatival) can be employed with the nominative instead of with the
accusative: cf. H. White, Studies in the Poetry of Nicander, Select Index,
s.v. «Imperatival infinitive employed with the Nominative».

14 If Spxta means «cérémonies», performed by the gods, it is the gods, not the ceremonies, that are
appmcrot.
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Note the Selbstvariation: in the sentence beginning with Cv0a 8' Crema,
the poet has used the accusative ISÉçov-caq. Cases of morphological, phrasal
and syntactical Selbstvariation are frequent in the Lithica: cf. our observa-
tions on fines 180, 230, 314 (discussed by me when dealing with fines 84-86),
481; cf. also 533 (0Ecoptévou), 536 (0iontévou, etc.). In une 742, the infinitive
ixÉcsOat has been alte' red to txtics0E: the alteration is unwarranted, because the
infinitive could be used instead of a verbum finitum: cf. Dottin, op. cit., p.
CXXI, and my observations in «Problemi di critica testuale nei Mora/ja»
(Quand. Dipart. Sc. Antich., Univ. Salerno, II, Salerno 1988, p. 72).

756:
XaptEpá (páplaxot 6E10, PpOTOCKRSE OUTECX,CIL 7ZÉTPTI

The mss. reading 0ÉaxElot was changed by earlier editors into OÉOXEXE.

This conjecture is accepted by Giannakis and Abel. The mss. reading
0Écmaa is, in reality, perfectly sound. The accusative plural (laxad is an
adverb, the sense being «o marvellously (koxact) man-saving (llpotocsaós)
stone (nÉtp-q)». It is now known that such adverbial accusative plurals are
far more common in later literature than used to be assumed: cf. L. Weber,
Anacreontea, p. 23 f., and Klauser, De dicendi genere Nicandr., p. 82 f.;
for the Orphic corpus, cf. Dottin, op. cit., p. CXII («le pluriel neutre
s'emploie adverbialement»). Homer uses, for instance, as an adverb the
singular xalóv, and also the plural xctIet (cf. e.g. LSJ, s.v. xalÁSÇ, C); the
neutre 0ÉcncElov is used as an adverb by none other than Homer at
XXIII, 107 (cf. LSJ, s.v.), and the author of the Lithica uses here, in line
756, the plural OÉCrXEXCL adverbially.

763:
¿amílievo; td88 návta hfixava (mai Tcupcuíaxav

This line has been wrongly mutilated at no fewer than two places. The
subject of the sentence is the god Apollo; the sense is: «Latonius me haec
omnia... aperire jubet» (Hermann, Abel, etc.). The critics could not
understand how the epithet UscrúgavoÇ could describe Apollo in the act of
speaking ((pricsí), i.e. they could not understand why Apollo should be
described as speaking speedily (tacnhtEvoÇ... gmaí). The epithet ¿cscsúllevog
was, therefore, disfigured by many more or less violent conjectures (cf. e.g.
Giannakis' apparatus). In reality, it is obvious that the epithet ¿caúpcvoÇ
«speedy» is perfectly sound and ideally suited to Apollo: the god, according
to Orphic thinking (cf. Bruchmann, Epitheta Deorum, s.v. 'AnóXI,cov, p.
35) was chxusruk.

The second word wrongly mutilated by the critics is the adjective
dq.dixava. For details, cf. lastly Giannakis ad loc., and especially Abel, ad
loc. The adjective ápAxavog, normally, means «incapable of happening»,
«incapable of being carried out», «incapable of occurring» (Ital. «irrealiz-
zabile»). Now, the Leitmotiv of the Lithica is that the poet describes
marvels which, although astonishing and incredible, nevertheless do
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happen, do occur, thanks to the miraculous properties of the stones: in
other words, the marvels which the poet wants his readers to learn to carry
out are, although astonishing, very much possible, so much so that they do
occur (187 ptéya ()aúlla nupaúaxto; 538 antaTOV; 377 ()aúpa; 293 0á43og;
536 Oltp.floq; 537 tépag; 516 yetióN... Wituttov oI8ct TE-rúgat). Now, if
the poet were to say, in une 763, that he is narrating and revealing «things
which are incapable of happening» (návta áturjxava rtupaúaxEtv), he would
grotesquely contradict himself. In reality, the text is sound, and the poet
does not contradict himself: in fine 763, the initial alpha of the adjective
átubeava is not privativum, but intensivum: áttlaava means here, in other
words, «things that are decidedly possible». It is typical of later epic poetry
to use adjectives, which were previously employed as compounds containing
an alpha privativum, in a new meaning, whereby the alpha is not
privativum, but intensivum. In the case in point, the adjective álllíXUVOç
was previously used, in Greek, as a compound containing the alpha
privativum, i.e. in the sense «impossible» (cf. Lithica, une 598). In une 763,
the poet uses the adjective in a Neuwendung, whereby the alpha of the
compound is not privativum, but intensivum: in other words, the author of
the Lithica uses hisixava, in une 763, in the sense «very much possible». I
have examined this stylistic feature in my paper «On the Text of Plutarch's
Non Posse Suaviter Vivi» (forthcoming); H. White, in her already quoted
monograph New Studies in Greek Poetry, has shown that the feature in
question is abundantly used by a late epic poet whose connections with the
Lithica is well known, i.e. Nonnus. We have already seen that the
phenomenon under discussion is attested in Lithica, une 362, where 6,kvuxov
means «very much alive».

764-770:
drroxetatyvVitriv xExol,coltÉvoq 'Apyupótoloq
Ketacsáv8pnv ¿X.ÉlEUGEV áXOUóVTEGMV 61.7COLVTa

OECMCIEW TpChECCILV, ITT'ITUltóL TCEp cppovÉoupa.v.
ctirretp	 xcti npócfflav ót7COSPLOCCIl XUPTEpóV ópxov,
wsuSéct poli 110TE 11,í300V ¿Vta7CETV oiv0pcímrotav
mil vüv étt pExácoq ItóLIOL TO1 X.É1CLVT0ç gXaCITOL,

IblETÉpOlç, fjpcoÇ ¿xatrifióXE, ncffigo ttúeotÇ.

The critics have first arbitrarily mutilated this passage, by altering the
crucial word anav-cct in une 765, and then they have complained that these
lines are «non bene nexa» (Hermann, ad loc.). In reality, the adjective
ditavta in une 765 is sound, and the connection between the lines is
perfect. The critics have altered arcavta in une 765 because it seemed
contextually incomprehensible to them, not because it is preceded by Tcávta
in une 763. Everybody knows that the author of the Lithica, like any other
late epic author, likes iteratio of words, so that the repetition TráVtet 763,
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ótnavta 765 is, in itself, perfectly regular 15 . The sense of the passage is
clear, if we note the presence of the participle xExamtévoÇ and if we
remember the precise mythological background to which the author of the
Lithica is alluding. Apollo was annoyed (xExolaniévog) with Cassandra,
and therefore, in order to punish her and make her suffer, he «made her at
once a good prophet and unbelieved», Tryphiod. 417-418 T'O yáp 'AnóX-
1,cov dq.upóTepov navnv áya0iiv xai Itmatov EarixEv. In other words, he
compelled her (¿xexuagv, Lithica 765) to utter prophecies which she, to her
suffering, knew to be at the same time true and yet incapable of being
heeded to. Apollo compelled her to utter such prophecies by possessing her
(0E(59anog, Tryphiod. 374) and making her, as a possessed prophetess,
sptak out her prophecies; in uttering them, she suffered, because she knew
reality, i.e. she knew that her prophecies. were true and yet destined to
remain unheeded (Tryphiod. 420 na)tv, 442 xlatEv bricstaptévri). Cf., on
all this, Q.Sm. XII, 526 ff., Apollodorus, Biblioth. III, 12, 5, = vol. II,
pp. 48-49 ed. Frazer, Loeb Class. Libr. ('Anóll.cov (31(pEfIETo Tfz ptavtlxfK
airrfi; Te) nefflav) and Aesch., Agamemn. 1202-1212, 1269-1294, where
Cassandra bewails the reality she knows.

Here, the sense is: «Apolo, insofar as he was annoyed with my sister
(xcxo)vcoltévo0, compelled her (¿xazuasv) to prophesy all (anavta O gaid-
r,Etv) to the Trojans, although (7c8p) she knew reality (¿Ttrup,a), i.e. althought
she knew that nobody would pay heed to her prophecies, which she knew were
true». The particle nep, with the participle (ppovÉouaa, is concessive
(Denniston, Part., p. 485; cf. Lithica 351, 537, 549, etc.); (ppovéonaa denotes
the knowledge which Cassandra had, to the effect that her prophecies were
just as accurate as they were incapable of being heeded to (cf. LSJ, s.v.
(ppovto.), I, 4, quoting Herodotus I, 46). Cassandra, in sum, was made to
suffer by Apollo in that he made her utter prophecies to the Trojans, although
in the very act of her uttering them she knew reality, i.e. she knew that the
Trojans would not pay heed to her prophecies which were true. It is precisely
this kind of suffering that rendered Cassandra ¿upexppova (Tryphiod. 439).

In sum: we can conclude that the mss. readings dnavta OECTICÍCAIN (fines
765 f.) is correct, indeed it is what the context requires; Cassandra was
caused by Apollo to «forecast all» (ánavta GEGICIEtV) that was going to
happen, i.e. she did not fail to foresee even one 'single detail 16 , although
she knew —and this vas her punishment— that her listeners were decreed
by Apolo not to be persuaded by her.

15 Examples of iteratio in the Lithica: ¿teavtlitotot(v) 5 and 8; póaxov 152 and 155; SaiScov 179 asid
191; ritip 183 and 184: 1,6av 225 and 230; itétpn used twice in une 249. The phenomenon opposite to
iteratio, i.e. the use of synonyms, is of course present in the Lithica: cf. e.g. «bu; 43, ávOptimotc 46;
gétpn, A.ION and 1.6av 249-251. Note the iteratio u00ov asid itú0ot; in Unes 768-770.

In limes 667 ff., 8croc, 13/spiltpcov and ylilvatcst are used by the poet as synonyms to denote the eyes.
16 The Argives marvelled (¿Otittlleov) at the fact that Cassandra knew asid prophesied everything

accurately (turpexton Q.Sm., XII, 578 ff.; Cassandra's brother claims to have prophesied everything
¿tipexÉcoÇ (Lith., lime 769).
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Having realized that the mss. reading lutavta 8£07CIEW iS 'correct, we
can now ipso facto perceive that the words of the poet are the opposite of
«non bene nexa», as Hermann contended: the poet's Gedankengang, as
sign-posted by Aritoikrig... Td8E návta áurIxava (mai nt(pat5axav (762 f.),
ánavta OsangEtv (765 f.), airrap él/6) (767), xal rcdOso 1.(150(mq (769
f.) is unimpeachable. .The impeccable logic of the poet's argument was
already recognized by ah the critics, from Hermann to Abel, from Wernicke
to Merrick. What the poet means to say has been clearly explained by Abel
(op. cit., p. 109): «mihi poeta haec dicere videtur: "quae nunc tibi dixi„
omnia ab Apolline accepta vera esse afirmo. Cassandrae sane sorori meae
nemo fidem habere potuit, ego autem ohm vera omnia me vaticinaturum
esse juravi, quare mihi quidem credere potes"». That this is what the poet
wants to say is agreed by all the critics, but they have - seen themselves
compelled to change no fewer than two words, i.e. ápfixava in line 763,•
and hcavra in une 765. Now that we have seen that both these two words
are sound and contextually perspicuous, we can conclude that the
interpretation agreed upon by all the critics is not only correct in terms,of
logic, but does not require any conjectural alterations either. In the light of
pur explanation of the two words éturbcava and bravTa which has been
provided aboye, we can account for the poet's Gedankengang very
accurately. The poet first of ah underlines that it is no less an authority
than the god of prophecy and oracles, Apollo, who has ordered him to
«reveal ah these very possible things» (762 f. AritotEnn... td(SE návta (»fp
xava (prial nlyaúaxav). Since the poet himself had previously conceded that
all the things which he claims to be «very possible» (ápfixava, une 763)
were revealed by Apollo, and yet difficult to believe (fines 514 ff.
(yE)oq... éTATUILOV of8a TETIa0CL1), the poet now makes one final effort at
inducing his readers to believe him, and for this purpose he establishes a
comparison between his sister Cassandra and himself. Cassandra, the poet
says, was, like me, the poet, ordered by Apollo to foretell everything
(návta, line .763 = élicavta, une 765). However, Cassandra knew that her
listeners had been decreed by Apollo not to believe her words (ITYrruptá
ncp (ppovéouaav, une 766). On the other hand, I (al:Y-cap ¿l'oí, une 767),
who have been ordered by Apollo to reveal all these things which I claim to
be very much possible (TáSs né(vta áurbeava) and which I have repeatedly
admitted to sound difficult to believe, have been from the outset compelled
by Apollo to swear that I will never -lie (unes 767-768): therefore (xal vtív,
followed by the imperative 7tEBEO: cf. Bauer, inirt. N. T., s.v. xaí, I, 2, f)
you must believe all my words (lines 769-770), seeing that Apollo, who has
not decreed my listeners to refuse to believe my words, has in fact made
me promise that I will tell my listeners the truth».

We may now conclude. The interpretation of these lines which finds ahl
the critics in agreement, from Abel to Halleux-Schamp, and which has been
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best worded by Abel (loc. cit.), is supported not only by logic, but also by
the text as written in the manuscripts: both ditliftava in une 763, and
etnavta in une 765, give perfect sense, and none of the violent alterations
proposed by scholars is justified.

773:
va SÉ 7C011íEGOITV ¿; áxpcbpciav loOat.

Schneider, asserting that va could not be a dative, crudely changed the
Versanfang; Wiel, in his turn, contending that va could only be a
nominative or an accusative, violently altered the whole passage, by conjec-
ture; Abel (p. 111), following Buttmann (Lexilogus, I, sec. ed., Berlin 1825,
pp. 53 ff.) conceded that va:, in Lithica 773, is inescapably a dative, but
branded such use as ungrammatical («barbarum... va: pro dativo usurpa-
tum»); Abel is followed by Giannakis (op. cit., p. 221 f.), who refers the
reader to modern grammarians such as Kühner-Blass. Di Gregorio, in his
reprint of Pisani's edition of Theocritus (Milano, 1985) mistakenly believes
that taking va as a dative is a procedure which «non va d'accordo con la
grammatica» (sic). The important point, which none of these scholars has
seen, is that the use of va: as a dative was, according to ancient gramma-
rians, a Homerism (cf. Düntzer, De Zenodoti studiis Homericis, Güttingen
1848, p. 57, and La Roche, Die Hom. Textkritik im Alterthum, p. 319 f.).
Hatzikosta (L'Ant. Class. 1978, p. 163 f.) has acutely shown that Theocri-
tus used va as a dative in order to reproduce what was regarded by
Zenodotus to be a Homerism, and the same is evidently the case with the
author of the Lithica, who, by using va as a dative in line 773, aimed at
reproducing Homeric usage as accepted by Zenodotus and other ancient
grammarians. In sum: seen with the eyes of ancient (not modern) gramma-
rians, the use of va as a dative is an elegant Homerism.

The point which I have tried to make is that the text of the Orphic Lithi-
ca has been studied in isolation, i.e. unhistorically, by recent scholars; if we
investigate it on the basis of the historical method, i.e. on the basis of
contemporary Sprachgebrauch, metre, literary conventions and religious-
philosophical thinking, very many problems which modern critics could not
overcome reveal themselves to be easily soluble.

APPENDIX

The edition of the Orphic Lithica contained in R. Halleux - J. Schamp,
Les Lapidaires Grecs (Paris, Les Belles Lettres, 1985) is most useful because
of the wealth of mineralogical and medical information if offers in its
«Notes Complémentaires» and because of the welcome French translation
facing the Greek text, but is less than satisfactory from the point of view of
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textual criticism and grammatical interpretation. I hope that the following
notes will prove serviceable to the reader.

Line 39: the apparatus is inadequate: the correct reading 	 TpaxpEpilv áxu-
pávrotat nóSsaat is preserved j yQP mg (cf. Giannakis' apparatus).

Line 62: the apparatus is inadequate; the correct reading rcpáafla Saiwocrú-
vnv is preserved in Q (cf. Giannakis' apparatus).

Line 154: a critical apparatus is absent; the reading of A is potpá pay
britlyayEv (cf. the apparatus provided by Giannakis and by Abel).

Line 175: the sense required is certainly «si tu te rends au temple», but the
mss. reading can be shown to have such a sense only by quoting Ap.
Rhod. Arg. IV, 436, as I have indicated.

Line 279: XUXC41,EVOV is not the reading of the mss., but a conjecture by
Schneider, which I have shown to be unjustified.

Line 481: the mss. reading is ánó, not únó.
Line 583: the sense is certainly «les piéges que tendent les pirates», but the

crucial fact is that the mss. reading xóXov means, precisely, «les
piéges», as I have shown.

Lines 591 ff.: Itíptata nowhere means, in Greek, «philtres», nor can ávrí-
lurpov mean, in Greek, «antidote».

Lines 713 ff.: ¿ni xIfiatv, in Greek, means «pour évoquer» «zur Herbeiru-
fung» (cf. e.g. Pap. Gr. Mag., índex, s.v. ›ckfialq), but not «pour
obtenir».

Line 725: áppip.crov nowhere means, in Greek, «inalterable».
Line 763: ál.Mxava nowhere means, in Greek, «les arcanes»; ¿csatSp.Evoq

cannot mean «dans sa turbulence» and cannot refer to the «mouve-
ments convulsifs d'un bétyle», because first of ahl ¿Gaúl.tsvog, in the
line, refers to Apollo in the act of speaking (wricrO, and secondly
because, as is clear from lines 369-384, the stone makes no «mouve-
ments convulsifs»: ahl it does is to speak. The passage in Porphyr. II,
204, p. .159 Wolff, quoted by Scharnp in Revue Beige de Philol. et
d'Hist. 1981, p. 46, note 95, has nothing to do with ¿csaúltevog as used
in une 763 of the Lithica: in the line of the Lithica, ¿croúptEvoÇ refers to
Apollo's speed in speaking ((pnaí), i.e. to the fact that Apollo was
c'oxuEnfig, whereas in Porph., loc. cit. (ptóXE 8' ¿acmptÉvon rotaíSE 1115-
Ootq) ¿aaultévcoÇ refers to the fact that every god, when invoked
(rotaíSe 1.1150o1Ç) is expected to come (Itól.a) quickly (UsauptÉvcoÇ): cf.
my Motivi epigrammatici ellenistici nell'elegia romana (in «Dall'epi-
gramma ellenistico all'elegia romana», Napoli 1984, p. 56 f.), in which
I discuss the áycoyií.
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